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Skylab Cameras Aim
Toward Earth Today
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Skylab 2's astronauts
aim their space cameras at a
wide range of earth targets today, from tropical storm
Christine to drought areas and
locust swarms in Africa.
Other assignments include
agricultural, geology and forestry surveys of South America
and a look at ocean currents in
the Atlantic.
On the 36th day of their
planned 59-day mission, Alan L.
Bean, Dr Owen K. Garriott
and Jack R. Lousma also
scheduled extensive solar observations and medical experiments.
Today was the first opportunity in more than two weeks to
operate the earth resources instruments and cameras. During
that period, sunlight was not
over desired targets.
The earth resources pass will
take the Skylab station over Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil,
the south Atlantic and Senegal,
Mauritania and Mali in northwest Africa.
During the African overfly,

Tucker To Present
Program To Senior

the instruments will gather
data expected to be useful in
regional planning and in locating . resources. The pictures
might provide some information on drought conditions in
Mali.
With separate high resolution
cameras not associated with
the earth resources package,
the astronauts were to photograph Christine for the third
time and a swarm of locusts in
Jerry Atkins
northeast Africa for the second
time.
A series of pictures taken
over several days is expected
to help experts on the ground
track the movement pattern of
the insects and the Atlantic
storm.
By MIKE BRANDON
On Friday, the spacemen
Ledger & Times Writer
concentrated on photographing
In recent weeks, there has
a growing number of storms on
been much publicity given to a
the sun.
proposed rock festival that
would have been held over the
Labor Day Weekend.
Original plans called for the
festival to be held in southwestern Kentucky but when
problems developed, the
promoters of the festival sought
the rolling hills of East Tennessee for a sanctuary.
A judge has issued a restraint

Agnew To Discuss Allegations
PresidentTo Meet Today With

The Weather
Mostly sunny, hot and humid
today and Sunday with a
chance of scattered afternoon
thundershowers. Highs this
afternoon in the low to mid 90s.
Fair and warm tonight with a
chance of a few early evening
_thundershowers. Lows in the
4air-19s. Outlook for Monday LSpartly cloudy and a chance of
afternoon thundershowers. Precipitation probabilities are 30
per cent today, tonight and
Sunday.

Virginia Burkeen

Hilton Hale

would not ask for the vice president's resignation.
Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L. Warren said Agnew requested the meeting. Warren
gave no specific reason, but
said the state of the investigation "very probably will come
up."
An Agnew spokesman said he
believed the vice president
asked the meeting to bring Nixon "up to date."
Indications are that Atty.
Gen, Elliot Richardson must
soon decide whether results of
the Agnew investigation, being
conducted by the U. S. attorney
in Baltimore, will be presented
to a grand jury.
Nixon and Agnew last met
face to face on Aug. 6, the day
before the vice president called
a news conference to denounce
as "_damned lies" allegalleill
he took kickbacks while in his
=tient :0ffite
while he. was
Maryland governor.
The two talked by telephone
on Aug. 22, soon after Nixon
told a California news conference that he has confidence in

festival being held somewhere
"In a group that large, there
near Murray.
is going to be disorderly
"Murray is such a boring conduct," Mrs. Burkeen said.
place and there isn't that much
-There would be some people
for college kids to do," Mrs. there who would use drugs
and
Jackson said.
also encourage others to do it,"
"I think it would be a great she added.
idea to have a festival. The only
Mrs. Burkeen also said that
problem would be that more such a 'festival could
cause
policemen would have to be on severe traffic problems.
duty to guard everything," Mrs.
Our last person to be inJackson added.
terviewed, Hilton Hale of 900
Jerry' Atkins, who is self Coldwater Road, strongly
eznployed and lives at 1611 supported a local rock festival.
"I think it should be held,"
Ryan, was against the idea of a
local rock festival.
Hale said.
"Anything
"I think there would be too
that
would
many people for Murray to promote business and bring
strangers into the community
handle," Atkins said.
"There just isn't a place' would be a phis."
"It could really help the
around here to put that many
community grow. Plus there
people," Atkins said.
Mrs. Virginia Burkeen, a would be a lot of attention given
housewife who resides on Alin° to the festival by the meida."
—The only problem would be
Route One, was not in favor of
the festival in the immediate finding living quarters for that
many pcoiple," Hale added.
area.

An early morning accident
near the Marshall-Calloway
County line left one person
hospitalized and four others
injured
Officials of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital said
that Karen Phelps, of Murray,
was admitted for obeervation
after suffering a shoulder injury
and multiple contusions and
abrasions. He is listed in
satisfactory condition this
morning.
Others injured who were
treated and released at the
hospital, according to hospital
officials, were Mike Adams,
1510 Kirkwood, Glenda McCleod, N. 16th, Patty Colson, of
Murray, Sue Wilson, and
Debbie*Merrell, of Hazel.
State Trooper Ronald Wilkins
said that the car in which the

youths were riding, driven -by
Miss Merrell, apparently lost
control and plunged down a 35foot embankment into the west
fork of Clark's River, in an area
called Brewers Sandbar, about
ten miles south of Benton near
the Calloway-Marshall County
line.
Wilkins said that the accident
occurred at about 2:30 a.m., and
that no charges would be placed
in the incident.

Investigation -Continues Into
Crash of Plane

EDDYVILLE, Ky. t AP) —
State Police are continuing
their investigation isito the
crash of a light plane Friday in
which a Lyon County man died.
The single engine plane he
was flying crashed and burned
on his own farm about three
miles north of Eddyville off
Kentucky lid.
The victim was identified as
Duke L. Green, 52, an electrician and instructor at the
Breckinridge Jobs Corps Center
near here.
Authorities said the plane, a
Cessna 150, was owned by the
Union County Flying Club of
Sturgis, Ky. They said Green
was flying for only a short time
and had only about four hours
solo flying time.
John Dale
Green was burned beyond
recognition in the crash, but he
was identified through a registration plate found in the
wreckage and traced to the flying club.
Earlier, Lyon County Coroner
Eugene Denney said the plane
John Dale has assumed his had been registered in Maryduties as minister of the land ill 1970.
Seventh and Poplar Church of
A witness, Robert Stovall,
Christ succeeding Bro. Roy who lives on a nearby farm
Beasley, Jr., who left in June reported that the plane glided
for his new work in Indiana.
past his property with its power
The new church minister has apparently off just before the
been serving as minister of the crash. He said he was afraid the
New Providence Church of craft was so low it would hit a
Christ here since 1965. He at- power line.
Freed-Hardeman
tended
College, Henderson, Tenn., for Third, Fourth Class
three years, received his
Bachelor of Arts degree from Mail Rates To
Increase
Oklahoma Christian College,
WASHINGT
ON AP -- The
Oklahoma City, in 1968, and his
Master's degree from Murray Postal Service says it plans to
raise rates for newspapers and
State 'University in IWO.
Bro. Oale, son of Mrs. John magazines "as soon 45 adminDale, Sr., of Paris, Tenn., and istratively possible." probably
the late Mr. Dale, is married to within two weeks, based on a
the former Marsha Hendon, Cost of Living Council ruling.
The council on Friday exdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. B111
Hendon of Murray. They have) empted the increases from
one daughter, Karen, who will Phase price controls
The increases will affect secbe two next month.
His sermon topic for Sunday ond. third and fourth class
at 10:40 am.'will be "Joining- mall. which primarily includes
The Church," with the leripture newspapers. magazines, pamreading from Acts 9:22-27 to be phlets books and records
Rates for first class, air mail
by Jim Gough. Prayers will be
led by Edgar Rowland and and packages will remain the
same
Mark Riley.
"Spiritual Growth" will be
NO PAPER MONDAY
the subject of his sermon for
The Ledger & Times will not
the six p.m. service with the be published Monday,
Sepscripture from Hebrews 5:12-14 tember 3 tLabor Day, to
that
to be read by Mike Morgan. the employees of the newspaper
Dewey Yates and Glenn Gibbs can enjoy the holiday with their
will lead in prayer.
families. The business office of
Bible School will be held at the newspaper will also be
940 a.m, with promotion to take closed and will reopen
Tuesday
place on Sunday.
morning at 8 a.m.

know how many cars might be
parked along the route.
He said there were reports of
young girls running aroused
"with practially nothing on and
boys with cut off pants. I thilik
the girls are all going topiesa."
However, he saki there hiS
been no disturbances and no arrests made. When asked if the
crowd was peaceful, he replied,
"yes, so far."
Murray State University provided by the Bank of Murray
Officials earlier obtained a literally will open
its new Roy and will be distributed by bank
restraining order to use if a Stewart Stadium with
a bang employees in sailor straw hats.
festival did start in Kentucky.
Sept. 15.
The main attraction of the
Judge Willie Hendrickson of
An aerial bomb, set off at 7 evening, of course, will be the
Bell County, Ky., said the or- p.m. high
in the sky above the opening of the 1973 football
der, signed by Circuit Judge W. 16,800-seat facility
and capable season with the Murray State
R. Knuckles, forbids spectators of being
heard as far as eight Racers meeting
Western
and patrons from gathering in miles, will
signal the beginning Carolina on the stadium's new
the Kentucky county in groups of pre-game
and half-time artifical turf in a nonof three or more to hear musi- festivities the likes
of which conference game, beginning at
cal instruments.
have never been seen at the 50- 7:30 p.m.
Meanwhile, Chief Park year-old institution.
The 155-piece Marching
Ranger William Nichols said
Almost simultaneously, Thoroughbred band, behind
the Cumberland Gap National balloonist
Joe Casserly of drum majors Michael Longdo, a
Historical Park, located in Ten- Memphis,
Tenn., will ascend Waterford,111.,_Y..,_sophomore,
nessee, Kentucky and Virginia, into the
darkening sky in his and John Goode, a Cadiz freshwas closed to campers Friday
"Spirit of America" hot-air man, and a line ofeight pretty
night after the campsites, loballoon, signifying the start of a majorettes, will present a
cated in the Virginia portion of new
half-century at the colorful pre-game show, during
the park, were filled to capacUniversity, founded in 1922.
which a presidential fanfare
ity.
Casserly, a professional will be played as a prelude to
"There are still a lot of balloonist
and a licensed the introduction of Murray
people coming in," Nichols
commercial pilot, holds the State's new and sixth
president,
said, "and they're being turned
world's record for altitude in a Dr. Constantine (Dane)
CUrriS,
aw "
balloon.
will havestakenoffice that
He said the young people
Brought to Murray for the
were "not particularly unruly,"
opening game festivities by the
Dr.Currie, at 32 the youngest
and said they felt a rock festiBank of Murray, Casserly will president of a Kentucky college
val would still be held.
ascend in his seven-story-high or university, will be introduced
"Their jungle drums are tellballoon from a point in the by Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
the
ing them something," he said. stadium
area immediately after retiring fifth president, and will
Nichols said the crowds
the aerial blast. Once airborne, throw out the first
football to
created a "bottleneck" in the
his route unplanned, and, as open play in the spacious,
new
area.
he says, once he's up he is "one facility.
Campsites at Pine Mountain with the
wind".
An elaborate half-time show
State Park at nearby Pineville
Focused on a "Grand Opening will
include
special
a
in Bell County also were report- Americana"
theme, everyone Americana presentation by the
ed filled.
entering the stadium will be band, during which
the stadium
Hendrickson said he doesn't given
Agnew's integrity.
an American flag to wave will be darkened for
apAt that news conference, Nix- think a rock festival will mate- during ceremonies planned
for proximately six minutes for a
on also assailed news leaks on
(See Festival,Page 10
halftime. These also are being
(See Stadium, Page 10)
the Agnew probe and said he
had told Richardson to make a
full investigation.
Warren said he did not know
when Agnew made the request
for today's meeting, but said
the session was not the reason
why Nixon changed his earlier
plans to remain at his San Clemente, Calif., estate until after
Labor Day.
Nixon returned to the capital
so he could spend the Labor
Day weekend with his family at
the Camp David retreat in
Maryland's mountains, Warren
said.
Before leaving California,
where he had stayed for 12
days, Nixon sent Congress a
message asking for a 60-day delay in implementation of nearly
billion in pay raises for 3.5
.million federal civilian and military employees.
The pay increases, due to go
Into effect Oct. 1, could "needMURRAY HIGH BAND TAKES BOW—The Murray High School
Black & Gold the Reidland Greyhounds to a 7-7 deadlock in the season opener for the local
lessly fan the flames of inmarching bead took a sell deserved boa following an outstanding debut per- eleven. I Additional
photos and artistes on today's sports page).
flation," Nixon said.
formance at the Murra, heidland football game Friday night. The Tigers fought
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
,

Today's Issue First
Under New Ownership

18 Reported
Killed On First
Day of Holiday_

In advance of the White
House session, presidential
aides said Nixon had not and

and it appears now that the
festival will not be held in
Tennessee or anywhere else.
What would the people of
Murray think if such a rock
festival was to be held
somewhere in the confines of
Calloway County?
That was the question that
four persons were asked by this
reporter for this week's What
Your Opinion?
Jackie Jackson, a housewife
who lives at 301 Pine Street in
Murray, was in favor of a rock

Only Five Arrested At Rock
Festival That Never Started

MIDDLESBORO,Ky I API —
Authorities reported today only
five arrests had been made as
Walter L. Apperasa
some 1,500 to 2,000 young
President and Publisher
people gathered at the tri—
Murray Newspapers, Inc.
State Cumberland Gap National
Historical Park for a rock festival which never got started.
Police in Middlesboro said
two men, Ralph Bennett, 23, of
Glenbornie. Md., and Ernest
Todays edition of the Ledger Mullins, 21, of Jonesville, Va.,
John L. Williams, crippled & Times marks the first edition were
arrested and charged with
children
chairman of the
published under the ownership possession of a controlled subMurray Shrine Club, and of Murray Newspapers, Inc. stance
(marijuana).
George Everett, of Princeton, Walter L. Apperson, 40, has
The other three arrests were
the high priest and prophet of assumed the duties of president for traffic
violations, police
Rizpah Temple, will discuss the and
publisher of the newly said, mostly for drunken drivShrine Crippled Children
established firm.
ing.
program and show a film on
"I pledge my time, talent and
A police spokesman said deChannel 6, WPSD-TV Paducah, energy in serving every facet of spite the nunlber
of people, it
at noon Sunday.
the City of Murray and was "real quiet, peaceful."
Calloway County," Apperson,
The discussion will deal with
People were not being pervarious aspects of the Shriners' who is also the new publisher of mitted to enter
the park, he
program for crippled children's the Ledger & Times, said.
said. Some 50 to 60 cars lined
hospitals.
Apperson
is a native of Highway 58 near the park.
Mayfield and he and his family_
'-'144ast of them just don't
now reside at 1511 Chaucer he* IOW What to do," said the poMurray. He and his wife, lice spokesman. "I think
Rainey, are the parents of three they're just curiosity seekers."
daughters, Kate Kennedy, 15, He added that authorities had
Linda Bailey 11, and Emily 7. little to do during the night and
They are members of the it was just "routine patrol" for
Murray First Christian Church. officers.
"No major changes in the
He also said he imagined
operation
the [Adger & some of the young people would
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Times areofantieiDated,
" Afs.
probably "get disgusted" and
Eighteen persons Oferp
-;-,and changesis
en
leave since there was no rock
ported killed in auto traffic acthe future will be based on what music.
cidents as of 6 a.m. EDT today
is necessary to assure the
Middlesboro Police Chief
as motorists moved into their
continuance of the best possible James Pursifull said that cars.
first full day of the Labor Day
daily newspaper for the people were lined up along Highway 58
weekend.
of the area."
near the site, and that he didn't

WASHINGTON(AP) — After
a late-night flight back from an
abbreviated California visit,
President Nixon meets today
with Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew to discuss the federal
probe of allegations Agnew received kickbacks from government contractors.

Jackie Jackson

Mixed Reactions On Rock Festival

Brown Tucker will present
the program for the Senior
Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County on Tuesday,
September 4, at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Tucker, a well known
historian, will speak on the
"History of Calloway County."
All senior citizens are urged
to attend.

Shriners To
Discuss Program

Five Injured in
Accident Today

What's Your Opinion?

Citizens Tuesday

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 208

MSU To Open Stewart
Stadium With A 'Bang'

John Dale New
Minister At
Seventh-Poplar
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State-To--Ask For
Bids On Insurance
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
'west of our readers.
National Representatives. Wallace WitmerCo., 1509 Madison Ave ,
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Detroit, Mich
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — state workers and teachers for
The controversies that have oc- a three-year period and health
casionally swirled around nego- insurance for state employes
tiated contracts for state insur- for one year, all starting Oct. 1.
The latest plan appears to reance coverage may be eased
under a new policy announced solve at least part of the regime's problems associated
Thursday.
The state administration said with the number of eager comit is opening for competitive panies seeking contracts.
There had been a report earbids the two big contracts for
state employes and public lier that the state employes'
Leo ,Aas Newt
contract would be shared by 12
school teachers.
4,1•1. Nica d to kr.•
commissioner companies.
Finance
But the news released by
Charles Pryor said that as a
prelude to the new move the Pryor spelled out a different
contracts have been extended procedure.
He said all domestic life infor 30 days.
The proposals will have to be surance companies in Kentucky
submitted by Sept. 14 and those would have the opportunity to
offering the best plan will be submit proposals for life inThe Roar - M..* 16.1..•••••••
surance.
notified a week later.
He also said that by comAnother revision is the combining of coverage now held by bining the two types of contwo different firms in an at- tracts the state would be able
tempt to lower the premium to achieve a more favorable
rate.
rate.
'The requests for group life
Western Pioneer Life of
Louisville holds the one for life and health insurance proposals
insurance on state employes were mailed Thursday to all
eligible firms.
and has for years.
Blue Cross-Blue Shield was
Citizens Security Life Insurance Co. of Owensboro holds added to the list of potential
the more recent version for applicants who may offer
proposals for health insurance
public school teachers.
Under the change there will only.
Pryor said the existing conbe two parts to the new conENCOUNTER
tract: group life insurance for tracts also will be changed to
WITH THE
t
include some other factors.'
N
UNKNOW
One would give the state a
A COATIWINICS INTEMAATICIAA4 MODUCTC•1
credit for any balance after all
claims are paid. Another would
require more financial details
by the contract holder when reII II
porting to the state.
CMVT ANNE A MIKIf MMUS
The commissioner said the
competitors can offer proposals
Truth In Insurance
separately for life and health
Filling out an application for insurance coverage or in a
to combination.
most frequent causes of high- life insurance, Edwards came He
Cane sal us Isr
about his health.
Western Pioneer currently inway death and injury. Don't a question a clear record, failhad
he
said
drink before driving and ob- ing to mention.that a doctor had sures 30,000 state employes and
moss Wert astertariaot
Security
33,000
serve speed limits.
once given hen aspirin for a Citizens
!nMiIllinlatethAtift
teachers.
—A dark house or apartment cold.
at,
pays Nightly Except Sun *
state
the
After Edwards died, his family
Since
attracts burglars. Leave a light
insurance.
the
for
claim
a
in
put
gone
the
in
for
advance
are
you
premiums
* at 10:40 p.m. *
or two aglow when
But the company refused to pay coverage, the firm holding a
at night or on vacation.
"OH! CALCUTTArli *
that he had not
charging
off,
— Uncollected newspapers told the whole truth in his ap- contract can invest these funds
-••••-•w**4
******•-•
contract
burglars.
the
during
off
profitably
tip
and mil also
plication. And in a court test,
Before leaving, ask a neighbor
the judge agreed with the com- period.
pany that the policy was null and
or apartment manager to watch
void. The family didn't collect
the premises and remove
a cent
newspapers and mail.
Traffic accident statistics for
the first five months of 1973
Indicate that there will be more
auto deaths and injuries this
year than ever before.
Traffic records show the
THEATRE
causes of accidents, and the
time and conditions under
;TUE. Sept. Ilth
which they occur—but only
people can prevent accidents,
CsuipI:;*
Wint.61
said the Institute.
411PI 11110.• 1.1.101.

Cash-ablanca

. . . Easy
The casinos in Nevada, where gambling is legal,

took $804.2 million out of their patrons' pockets
betweetTIffy- 1,1972 and June 30 of this year. The
figure for the casinos' last fiscal year, 1871-72, was
$657.7 million.
Explaining the record take, psychiatrist Darrell

Hamilton-suggested that gamblers were reacting to
economic uncertainties. The anxiety led, he said, 4
"a hope that by taking a chance someone can hit ii
big gambling."
Perhaps. But maybe the high-rollers simply
thought, what the hell, the dollar isn't worth
anything anyway.—Norfolk (Va.) Virginian-Pilot.

Labor
t
Agains
d
Warne
s
ckian
Kentu
Ten Years Ago Today
Day—Weekend; Accidents, Break-Ins
LEDGER•TIMIS MI

20 Years Ago Today
=DOCK•MOM NIA

John Ed Foster, Jimmy Thompson, Howard
Steely, Walter Lee Steely, Paul Blalock, Jimmy
Dunn, Bobby Hall, and Pat Murdock, all 4-H
members in Calloway County, will-enter events at
the State Fair at Louisville.
Six hundred and forty-three persons went through
the mobile trailer yesterday and received a free
chest x-ray at the Calloway County Health Center.
Love's Children Shop was damaged by fire this
morning. All items in the store were damaged in the
blaze.
Miss Peggy Steele has resumed her teaching
duties at Robinson, Ill , after spending the summer
with her mother, Mrs. Cullie Steele.

weekend when workers and
their families were "out of
town." Ironically, the occupants assisted the burglar in
about 20 per cent of the cases—
simply by leaving a door
unlocked.
The Institute advises that the
chances of becoming a traffic
statistic or a burglary victim
can be reduced by following a
few common sense rules:
—Lock unattended cars and
store personal property out of
sight. More than 880,000 motor
vehicles were stolen in 1972; a
majority were unlocked.
—Don't attempt to drive too
far in three days, and
remember—death rates are
highest at night. For night trips,
One and a half million take someone along to help
burglarized
were
residences
drive and keep you awake.
last year, the Institute reports,
—Speed and alcohol are the
many on the Labor Day

Labor Day — since before the
turn of the century the official
day for the American worker to
relax—is the last day to relax
his safety precautions, warns
the Insurance Information
Institute.
As the working man takes off
for the beach, ballpark or
backyard barbecue, overcrowded roads increase the
chance of an auto accident and
unattended homes increase
opportunities for burglars.
Last Labor Day weekend, 602
persons died as a result of auto
accidents-16 in Kentucky. As
of Aug. 16,696 persons have died
in Kentucky traffic accidents in
1973.
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Businessmen Support Automobile
'No-Fault' Insurance Measures

Plainly, that was a harsh decision. But it was handed down
almost a century ago. It is hard
to imagine a court today throwing out a family's life insurance
on such flimsy grounds. While
you are still expected to tell the
truth in an insurance application,
modern courts would judge your
answers more reasonably.
In a recent case, an applicant
for life insurance was asked
whether he used liquor to the
point of intoxication. The man
said he did not. Actually, however, he had been somewhat intoxicated on two occasions during the previous five years.
Was his answer wrong enough
to invalidate the policy? No,
ruled a court, ordering the company lo .pay the family's claim.
"An occasional use of intoxicating liquor," said the court,
"does not (make)• man inemperate.'
Moreover, most life insurance
policies now include an "incontestability clause" to further protect the berieliciarits. Under this
clause, the insurake company
has only a limited period—usually, two years---,to quarrel with
answers in the application. After
that time the vididity of the
policy is beyond challenge. '
Still, even the incontestability
clause won't help if the fraud
is extreme. One man, sickly himself. sent a healthy friend to take
his insurance examination for
him. This fraud, discovered-after
the man's death, was held so
basic that not even the incontestability clause could save the
policy.

local state level, appear to
In what might be called a nessee, the ratio is 10 to I in their
in favor of the
heavily
be
inand
nation's
Connecticut
the
favor, and in
general way,
any "no-fault"
that
proposition
dependent business people Georgia 9 to 1, while in
insurance legislation enacted be
support the principle of "no- Mississippi it is 8 to 1, and in
by their own state
Missouri 6 to 1 The states in developed
fault" auto insurance.
governments.
Surveys conducted by the which the supporting sentiment
In some states, such action
Mrs. George Hart has been named aseditor of the National Federation of In- runs from 4 to 5 to 1 include would require substantial
both
Carolina,
North
Business
Virginia,
West
dependent
Ledger & Times to succeed Harold Van Winkle who
revision of present laws. These
nationally, and so far in 18 Pennsylvania, and Ohio.
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Births reported this week include a boy to Mr. ducted
of approximately 2102 to 1 was crowded courts, where often it
Mrs. Paul Jackson and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. registered for a national "no- takes a year or more to fix the
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Enoch Wilson.
fault" law as sponsored by responsibility for an accident.
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make insurance coverage party from suing for heavy ert J. Desmond from his posi•
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mandatory,also would preclude damages when it could be tion of vice president for develMr. and Mrs. William Jonah Gibson announce the an injured party from suing for shown that the other party was opment.
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Desmond, who took over his,
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The nation's independent vice president for university restated amount.
business people, voting on the 'sources at Boston College, a
Although a Gallup poll matter at both national and at private Catholic institution in
showed 4 out of 5 people favor a
Chestnut Hill, Mass.
An American Bar Association
"no-fault" plan, it appears
A Bellarmine spokesman said public service feature by win
of
that while the independent
a replacement for Desmond Bernard.
And as ye go, preach, saying. The kingdom
business people favor such
won't be made until October or 0 1973 American Bar Association
heaven is at hand.—Matthew 10:7.
legislation, they are not too
November.
harmony
into
brought
Whenever a human life is
enthusiastic about a Federal
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
with God's purpose the kingdom is present
law, but believe it should be
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Resigns This Week
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Isn't It The Truth!
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Now that women's lib seems to be firmly
established in this country, we are awaiting the first
movie in which the swarthy romantic lead sidles up
to a beautiful young thing and says sotto voce,"Meet
Com-me at the cash bar."—Memiihis (Tenn.)
Appeal.
mercial

Herbert Wall, Jr., age 62, died tiy atone p.m. at
his home in Owensboro.
Another street improvement project for Murray is
the extension of Olive Street to North 2nd Street. The
J.O. Evans Construction Company received the
•
contract for the work.
Donald Tucker has been named as fund chairman
for the 1963 United Fund Drive.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Spann and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Hutchens have returned from a trip to Hot Springs,
Ark.
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PREVENTING RAPE

Some precautions
you should take
Copley News Service
Here are some tips from the
police department on how a
woman can prevent rape
Al Home

KERS

poorriey
fn.itur.3

PIODUCTC••

Protect your door with a
strong frame and sturdy
hinges, a peephole, a chain
latch, and a sturdy dead fall
or dead bolt lock.
- List your initial rather
than your first name on your
door and mailbox, in the
phone book, and on mailing
lists for magazines and
monthly statements.
- Always check through
the peephole before opening
the door. Remember that Just
because a person knocks, the
door doesn't have to be
opened.
- Never reveal information
about yourself to a stranger
over the telephone.
- Walk in the middle of the
sidewalk away from doorways and cars that could conceal an attacker.
- Avoid taking shortcuts
through alleys and deserted
.ptfrks, especially at night
- When you're shopping,
never leave your purse in a
shopping cart, on a counter,
or in a dressing room.
At Work
- Keep your purse in a
locked desk drawer or file
-cabinet.
-If you use a cloakroom or
locker, keep keys and other
valuables out of your coat
pockets.

tRettoss

Miss Sandra Kay Bramlett Is Married To
Phillip Myron Allen In Lovely Ceremony
Solemnized At Hazel Baptist Church

- If you must work late,
alert the building custodian
and ask turn to meet you in the
lobby when iou leave.
In Your Leisure Time
- Its best not to go out
alone at night, unless its absolutely necessary. There is
safety ,in numbers.
- Dbn't ask for trouble by
going to bars and nightclubs
by yourself.
- Go for walks in parks or
other secluded areas only
during the daylight hours, and
take a friend along.
In Your Car
- Have your keys in your
hand when you get to your car
so you won't have to spend
time fumbling for them in
your purse.
- Before you unlock the
door,check the floor of the car
- front and back - to make
sure you don't have any unwanted passengers.
-Stay on busy, well-lighted
streets as much as possible,
and avoid driving in the curb
lane at night.
- Refuse to pick up hitchhikers, no matter what the
circumstances.
- If your car breaks down
in an isolated area, raise the
hood and sit inside until help
conies.
- Don't open the windows
or unlock the doors to talk to
strangers offering assistance:
instead, ask them to call, the
police for you.

Miss Sandra Kay Bramlett
became the bride of Phillip
Myron Allen in a lovely
ceremony at the Hazel Baptist
Church. She is the youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Bramlett of Hazel and he
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Allen of Paris, Tenn.
Rev. Gerald Owen officiated
at the double ring ceremony
read on Sunday, August 5, at
three o'clock in the afternoon.
The VOW3 were exchanged
before a white wrought iron
arch entwined with greenery.
On each side of the arch were
wrought iron bird cages with
greenery, pink flowers, and
baby's breath with a dove on
each cage. In the center of the
arch a smaller cage was used
surrounded by greenery. Two
spiral candelabra holding ten
burning tapers were used on
each side of the cages with
greenery and a white fence.
Upon the altar spiral candelabra holding burning tapers
were also used.
The family -peiri were
marked with with white satin
bows.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Calvin
Key, organist,-and Mrs. John A.
White, vocalist. Mrs. Key
wedding
several
played
selections after whicb Mrs.
,"
White -sang "Wedding
"First Time Ever I Saw Her
Face," and -0 Perfect Love"
was sung following the closing
Prayer.
Bride's Dress
The bride approached the
altar escorted by her Mbar

"History of Calloway County"
Seturday, September 1
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 for the Senior Citizens at two
Fdr.AM will meet at seven p.m. p.m at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Primaries and Juniors of the
Murray TOPS Club will meet
Bethel United Methodist Church
will have a picnic and fall at the Health Center at seven
roundup at the Murray City p.m.
Park at 6:30 p m. Each member
The Kappa Department of the
Is to invite guests to the picnic.
Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad potluck dinner at
Monday, September 3
the club house at 6:30 p.m. New
Oaks Country Club will have a members will attend and an
catered dinner at 6:30 at five ensemble for the Music
dollars per person and en- Department will give the
tertainment by the New program. Hostesses will be
from Mesdames
Singers
Evolution
Miller,
Tim
Louisville. Make reservations Lawrence
Ben
Philpot.
by August 31, by signing at pro Hogancarnp, Rex. Thompson,
shop or calling Joe Pat James. Harold Hurt, and Jack Jackson.
A two ball golf foursome will be
played at nine a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Murray Country Club will will meet at the Masonic Hall at
have a "Captain's Choice" golf seven p.m.
tournament at nine a.m. with
Wednesday,September 5
Bill Emener in charge. A
Mission groups of the Spring
potluck supper will be served at
Church will meet
6!30 p.m. with drinks and bread Creek Baptist
at 7:30 p.m.
church
the
at
being furnished by the club.
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ey
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Coldwater United Methodist
Women will meet at the church
at seven p.m

Baptist
Cherry Corner
Women and Baptist Young
Women are scheduled to have
separate meetings at the church
at 7:30 p.m.

who gave her in marriage. Her
full length wedding gown was of
sata peau and Chantilly lace.
The bodice of all lace was
finished in a low natural
full bishop
waistline. The
sleeves were marked with a
lace cuff. The full skirt was
accented with self flounce
which was marked with the
lace. The sweep train was
chapel length. Her veil of full
length illusion, trimmed in
matching lace, was worn
mantilla style.
She wore a pair of diamond
earrings, a gift from the groom.
She also wore her sister's
diamond pendant and a ring
which belonged to a friend. She
carried a cascade bouquet of
pink rose buds accented with
pint bridal net and satin
streamers.
Mrs. Peggy Johnson was her
matron of honor and wore a
floor length gown of blue floral
chiffon over satin. Her headpiece was a large blue hat
trimmed in velvet ribbon. Her
jewelry was a diamond pendant. She carried a bouquet of
blue carnations and baby's
breath with white net and blue
satin streamers.

,44'
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Ten Commandments
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for todav's wives
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Mr.

and Mrs. Phillip Myron Allen

Reception
Tonva Jo Phelps, niece of the
Following the ceremony the
bride, was flower girl and
wore a floor length gown of pink reception was held in the edThe bridesmaid was Miss floral chiffon over satin. She cuational building of the
Cindy Nance, niece of the bride. wore a pink ribbon in her hair church.
She wore a floor length gown of and a diamond pendant. She
The bride's table was covered
green floral chiffon over satin. carried a small white basket with net over a pink cloth.
Her headpiece was a large trimmed with net and white Centering the table was a large
green hat trimmed in velvet streamers and dropped pink centerpiece of roses flanked by
ribbon and her only jewelry Walt rose petals down the aisle as the burning tapers in three brana diamond pendant. She carried bride approached the altar.
ched candelabra. The three
a bouquet of pink carnations
The gowns for the attendants tiered wedding cake was
with baby's breath with net and were made by Mrs. Peggy decorated in pink and white,
pink streamers.
using wedding bells, love birds,
Johnson,
Bob Allen was best man for and a bouquet of pink carhis brother. Ted Fields was the nations on the top. The cake was
groomsman. The ushers were made and designed by Mrs. J.B.
Eddie Nobles and David Dover of Hazel.
At the end of the table was a
were then inivted to enjoy Russell.
For her daughter's wedding crystal punch bowl with pink
refreshments.
punch. Nuts and mints were
The beautifully appointed Mrs. Bramlett wore a white
also served. Miss Lemay
a
long
with
knit
dress
sleeve
refreshment table was covered
gray and white sleeveless coat. Woody, Mrs. Linda Noble, and
with a pink satin cloth and
Mrs. Linda Fields served at the
overlaid with white net. The Her accessories were white and
reception.
was
of
her
corsage
cymbidium
accents for the table were pink,
After the reception the couple
blue, and lavender ribbon orchids.
of the left for a wedding trip to
mother
Allen,
Mrs.
corners
swags gathered at the
an off-white long Gatlinburg, Tenn., with the
and center with pink and groom, wore
with gold trim. bride wearing a. red, white and
dress
knit
sleeve
lavender silk butterflies. The
white and blue pant suit. She wore a
were
accessories
Her
silver
a
with
table was centered
of cymbidium corsage of pink carnations.
was
eorasage
her
epergne holding pink and
Mr. and Mrs. Allen are now
lavender gladioli, pink and blue orchids.
grand- residing at their home in Paris,
maternal
bride's
The
baby's'
and
carnations,
daisies,
Lucy Patterson, Tenn., where Mr. Allen will be
breath flanked by pink candles mother, Mrs.
and brown teaching at Grove Junior High
beige
knit
a
wore
in a matching three branched
Her accessories were School and Mrs. Allen is emdress.
candelabrum.
corsage was of ployed at the Paris ManufacIndividual servings of a cake beige and her
turing Company.
carnations.
white
decorated with pink, blue and
Rehearsal Dinner
Mrs. Paula Duncan directed
lavender roses and inscribed
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Allen were
the
wedding.
with best wishes to the bridal
for a rehearsal dinner
The guest register was kept hosts
couple were served along with
Saturday evening,
held
on
mints, nuts, and pink punch. by Miss Nancy Phelps. The August 4, at their home for
with
covered
was
table
register
Mrs. Outland, Mrs. McKinney,
members of the wedding party
and Mrs. Bell assisted in ser- a pink chiffon cloth trimmed in and out of town guests.
pink lace and was centered with
ving the guests.
The bridal couple presented
Approximately sixty persons a crystal bud vase with two pink
gifts to each of their attendants.
roses.
attended or sent gifts.

September Bride-elect Honored With
Shower Held At Home Of Mrs. Outland

Luncheon postponed until
Baptist Young Women and
September 10, for Executive Baptist Women of Flint Baptist
Board of the Murray Woman's Church will hold separate
Club
meetings at seven p.m.

8:00
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Recovery, Inc., meets at the
Murray Mental Health Center
at 7730-ir.nr.Blankenship Circle of the
._
Grove United
Mixed doubles tennis tour- South Pleasant
is scheduled
Church
Methodist
one
at
played
be
will
nament
p.m at the Murray Country to meet at seven pin.
Club. Persons may play with
Faxon Mothers Club is
any partner.
scheduled to meet at the Faxon
School at 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, September 4
Groups of Baptist Women of
Nature's Palete Garden Club
First Baptist Church will meet
Ellis Comas follows: Kathleen Jones with will meet at the
Mrs. L.L. Dunn at 7:15 p.m. and munity Center at 1:30 p.m..
Lottie Moon with Mrs. Coldie
A lathes day luncheon will be
Caldwell at 7:30 p.m.
served at the Oaks Country Club
Group!!of the First Christian at 12 noon with Mrs. Max Nance
Church CWF will meet at the and Mrs. Jerry Caldwell as
home of Mrs. Gatlin Clopton at chairmen of the hostesses who
two p.m. with Mrs. Pauline are Mesdames Paul Jerry Lee,
Speegle as cohostess and Mrs. James S. Lawson, John Nanny,
Lessie Pickard as program Charles Caldwell, Howard
Giles, Ralph Nelson, Phillip
leader
Tibbs, James Blalock, Danny
Parents' Orientation meeting Edwards, Jerry Key, Charles
for St. Leo's Cooperative Simons, Tommy Goodwin,
Preschool will be held at Oatman Farley, W. C. Butterworth, Fred Pogue, Ben
Gleason Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Grogan, James Shahan, James
Baptist Young Women of the Kline, Gene Woods, and Tom
First Baptist Church will Williams.
sponsor an answering service
Thursday,September 6
for senior citizens from nine
Junior Golf Trophy potluck
a.m. to 12 noon. Call the church
office, 753-1854 if transportation dinner will be held at the
Murray Country Club at seven
is needed.
p.m All golfers and their
Women
The United Methodist
families are invited.
of the First Church will meet at
Coffee
Chapel.
Hale
ten a.m. in
Jessie Ludwick Circle of the
will be served in the"parlorat First Presbyterian Church will
9:30 a.m. and the executive meet at ttip.,batne amt
% Otis
.
CoMinittee will Meg at -nine McNelis, 205 South 15th Street,
a.m.
at 1:30 p.m. Note change in
date.
Brown Tucker will speak on

Miss Sandra Lou Garland,
September 22nd bride-elect of
Terry Eugene Michael, was
honored with a lovely household
shower held at the home of Mrs.
Milburn Outland on Friday,
August 24, at seven o'clock in
the evening.
The gracious hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion were Mrs.
Milburn Outland, Mrs. J.B.
Bell, Mrs. Tommy Carraway,
and Mrs. Jessie McKinney.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear from her
trousseau a white body suit
enchanced at the v-neck and
sleeves with ruffles and a
lavender floor length skirt
with embroidered flowers on
the wide bottom ruffle. She
was presented with a hostesses'
gift corsage of blue and pink
carnations, lavender zinnias,
and tied with lavender and blue
ribbons.
Mrs. Garland wore a white
ruffled blouse and a floor length
blue skirt with matching vest.
She was presented with a
hostesses' gift corsage of white
carnations, baby's breath and
tied with blue, pink and
lavender ribbons.
The guests were greeted at
the door, decorated with
lavender zinnias, blue, pink and
lavender bows and streamers
tied in love knots, by Mrs.
Tommy Carraway. They were
invited to sign the register
which was placed on a small
table covered with a pink cloth
and overlaid with white lace.
Accents. for the table included
pink, blue, and -liven-der ribbons, bows, and butterflies, and
a small china slipper holding
lavender zinnias.
The games were conducted by
Mrs. Can-away and the prizes
were presented to the honoree
by the winners.
The bride-to-be opened her
many lovely gifts and the guests

DEAR SAN FRANCISCAN: I still receive requests for
copies of the items you mention. A surprising number of
readers have asked for permission to reprint them in their
church bulletins. In all humility and with no intended irreverence to Moses. here are my TEN COMMANDMENTS
FOR WIVES:
I. Defile not thy body neither with excessive foods,
tobacco, nor alcohol, that thy days may be long in the
house which th.v husband provideth for thee.
2. Putteth thy husband before thy .mother, thy father,
thy daughter, and thy son, for he is thy lifelong companion.
3. Thou shalt not nag.
4. Permit no one to tell thee that thou art having a
hard time of It; neither thy mother, thy sister, nor thy
neighbor, for the Judge will not hold her guiltless who
letteth another disparage her husband.
S. Thou shalt not withhold affection from thy husband.
for every man loveth to be loved.
6. Forget not the virtue of cleanliness and modest
attire.
7. Forgive with grace, for who among us does not need
forgiveness?
B. Remember that the frank approval of thy husband is
worth more to thee Ikea the &dialling glances eta hundred.
strangers.
I. Keep thy home In gos4 wider, for out Si It coned'
the joys of thy old age.
la. Honor the Lord thy God all the days of thy life, and
thy children will rise up and call thee blessed.
[Next weekend, "The Ten Commandments for Husbands.")
. - ----DEAR ABBY: Am I normal? Or am I ready for the
funny farm? I look for bugs and insects in my house,
garden, furniture, rugs, and even on my kids. If I should
spot an insect in the house (say an ant or a spicier], I
immediately start a thoro search for more, and I go berserk cleaning, scrubbing, and spraying wherever I think
they might be coming from.
If I find an insect I'm not familiar with, I get out my
encyclopedia and look up everything I can find on it. I then
become even more interested in bugs, and start on another
crusade to get rid of bugs I'm not even sure I have
I take beds apart and inspect the box springs and
mattresses_ I even examine the pile in my carpet with a
magnifying glass. I'm constantly checking our dog for
fleas, and my kids' hair for lice' (I never found any.1
Do normal people behave this way? Or am I . .
LOSING MY MARBLES?
DEAR LOSING: Since you question your stability. I'd
say you have a problem. Ask your doctor to recommend a
therapist who can give you a psychological de-bugging.
CONFIDENTIAL TO E. L.: Forget it. forget! "Hating
people is like harming dews year own house to get rid of a
rat." Marry E. Fosdick]

DTPPER'S DELIGHT
-- 32 FLAVORS
ICE CREAM STORE
r Malts

Shakes io! Similes A/ Banana Splits v Sodas r .Floats v 'fiesta
Canty Out v Hand Packed Pints, Quarts and
Parfays
Bulk r v Special Desserts Made to Order -A/ Party
Rental Room for Birthdays, Card Parties, Showers, Meetings

Phone 753-6211 for Reservations

Junior Methodist
Youth Fellowship
Has Cookout Sunday
The Junior Methodist Youth
-Fellowship of the Independence
United Methodist Church held a
cookout and hobo party at the
church on Sunday, August 26, at
four o'clock in the afternoon
Games were played and a
prize was presented to best
costumed person. Cheryl
Burkeen gave the short
devotion and closed by asking
each one to say a sentence
prayer.
Those present were Stacy
Ammons, Tonya Alexander,
Angie McDougal, Michelle
Alexander, Tina Burkeen,
Timmy
Burkeen,
Twila
Burkeen, Donna Burkeen,
David Phillips, Carol Phillips,
Wade Schroader, Lori Burkeen,
Gregg Fennell, and Diane
Burkeen.
Leaders th charge of the party
were'Mrs. Jean 13tulteen, Mrs.
Mary Phillips, and Miss Cheryl
Burkeen.

DEAR ABBY: I have been a faithful Abby fan ever
since you started writing your column in 1956.
Whenever I would leave the city, I'd ask my housekeeper to save the newspapers, because I didn't want to miss
even one of your articles.
To my mind, the best thing you ever wrote was "The
Ten Commandments for Wives" Then a few months later,
you topped yourself with a companion piece titled, "The
Ten Commandments for Husbands."
Today we desperately need to be reminded of some oldfashioned rules for making a marriage work. Will you
please publish those articles again?
SAN FRANCISCAN
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Present this coupon sheet when you purchase 1 or
E Cones and we will place an extra scoop of Ice Cream on your tone FREE!B
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THOMAS O. NAltItts

Consumers stocking up for
the labor Day weekend hind
plenty of beef m the stores for
a change, but high prices pat a
damper on plans for hoist:hey
picnics and barbecues in some
areas.
-We'll be albs more corn
an the cob lims bessiberger and
hot dim" add Wm .11dos (*weld
Pa.as she
made pis r a Waft pieTUC. Mt said the 1
bed
-plawed
hanarger
hotdor but dosed to&kbes lama Oa cost of the
Wary dedlisoK
As Amotided Pres survey
lound implelaatints
nperbal as alagoide big not
ovedg Anilgiggly of beef
m haul.
O.G. lIghstim nal buyer
for bilmeggiamta GentiBy
glare fa Hai Mum which
.
__us the *mid's beged sipermartet, said, "I how
•
plod"01 nmat and I haw some
relit prima fir Labor Day"
said but'
vaned gads win selling
- *in_
abb.
eiesheed at MAI a mad,
MB ends less time the price Xi
'neat
prices haw decked a
Robertson said, alhe chuimed he was mak-

ing no profit at current levels.
Several Doles shores said
that declines livestock prices
M-mie marbets should filter down to tbe canormer
soon—perhaps evesi before the
Sept. 12 expiration of the bed
ceihng.
Lloyd Ihniessa, manager of
Gerald's Meat Market said,
'We're in a waiting period
There may be a drop in the
beef I've been getting ad of
Deaver—but it's hard to soy."
The high price of bed hos
cassed same problems for the
Navajo Indian tribe of Window
Rock, Art& "Ike he throws a
free barbecue kr visiters aid
reservation readmits sock year
and normally attracts more
than WIWI persons.
"Normally, teal to ihmeted
by arm ranchers," mid Join
Nelson Dee, who is in charge of
the I73 fair which starts Sept
b. "But the stews are worth so
much that this yen, no ane
was able to help cat," Dee
added. "Consemeeetly,the tribe
hos been forced to wrinkle the
beef and daughter it"
The Indians considered
charging for be barbecue, but
Tribe'°minim Peter MacDomid said: "In the 27-yaor history of the fair the barbecue
tins been free and it will remain that way, shortage or

SCOTT
DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Opera 12.110 A.1111 6.M..

OCeketeNSitalletrl
Kentucky Dew Intent 1o, Plasusal
and Erentorrnental

Illmorom

Along with all our other environmental problems, we she
bone a mime problem in the
adios aid the state. This is a
problem which I am greatly
concerned aboot -and I believe
the people of the Commomieidth shore that concern.
Although it is a relatively new
(sincere, the department's
Division of Seminal Programs
hes hewn—
inv
ways
to costrid this typed polbstion to both its forms. Noise
problems are divided eft two
cetegariis - notate and intrastate. fnatate noise desk with
seise within a stale, including
factories and just general

nuisance mdse. Intradtate
raise includes airways and
highway&
According to the Mese
Abatement Lew passed by
Coigns lad October, the U.&
Eaviroamestal
Produce=
Agency and the U. & Deportmeet of Itamportation will
furnish us with impinges and
technical equipment le cootrel
ni in-dnie mime. larnetate
mese will be surpervised and
controlled by the U. S.
Depertmeet of Transportation
Relearn, three al oar permend attended a 1110inay
Noise Seminar St lemanants,
Oditornis sponsored lig Se U.
S. Department el Transportatiou. They received
training in vehicel mix
abatement al all idols—
iacludiag cars, trucks aid
motorcycle& The braking awl
Warmed** wdl be gniby Ibis
FRANKFORT,
.—Gov. department to denim, sad
Weedell Ford, is a Labor Day recommend regidation for
message to the people al control at swim pubaba.
Betla federal and date
Kentucky, says, "ft is my
regulations
will be farmed
aincere hope tint this Labor
Day will be a bright me for all. wither the nett am* af
The backbone of eis country is yard We hope to gni the
its laboring lace, and this kamiledge new whirls will
special day hos been set aside nide as to mile aid adarce
as a reminder WM the fruits el revng which we ma all
imbetry are prodects af labor live is the Mare.
as well as gad"
Leber Day,the Ord Waft
Vi September and bulbously
the end of We immuner varstim
season, is nut always bright for
every Kedadnan.
The Wag weekend draws Federal Stile lierbet News
thousands of people out. Service Algol 311. 11173
KentaCty's highway sod results Kisibacky Perchnie Area Hog
in large numbers of deaths and Market Report hichides
Buying Stations
injuries M traffic accidaits.
Lost year IS people gage Receipts: AR. 7311 Rot_ Lie
killed an Kentucky's bighting& Borrows and Gilts $125 to $1.211
In an effort Is reduce lids* barer Sows KIM & Kin lower
rate, the Keducky SagePan
pen to ocreme *bear actreilm
during the keg mimed lbw
will provide a mosimum pi*
effort darns the three-day
holiday period in which every
awbable mon will be an duty.
Efforts will be concentrated in
areas whore there haw been
large immibers of accidents to
the past.
To help stranded motorists an
the state's matiosy and interstate systems, the Department al Tramportatim will
supply emergency patrol
vehicles equipped 1/4Ik two-way
radios, semdies d gamin and
water, tire chompleg •lesk, and
first aid lpipmeat
Bureau of Highway penned
will mat the pidi-op bucks
daring the peek travel periods
which fall between 3p..ad II
pm. an Friday. Ars. 31, aid
bilanclay, Sept 2.
Each truck will petrel W
Inks of highway mid will be
Mite to cover dad &stance in
about an hour.

Special Labor
Day Traffic
Efforts Set

.Won't Splatter
.Dries hi 20 MO.
•Many Colors

Reg. 13.57 Gallon
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HUNTING SEASON
SPECIALS!!
SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUNS

Opte Maim Sat. 7 AAA 1m._
Open Sunda Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
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Local Man Is
warded De
Clay W.Illeggtak dem 111.1a
anaber of the chemistry
faculty at Murray State
Ildiersity, has been awarded a
tigebral degree by the
Udearsity of Tennessee.
A mike d the Hardin are. of
liarghll County, where he still
resides, Dr. Bonen has been
an leave from the University for
the pest two yens while he
warted toward the terminal
degree. He is now an asstistnat
professor of chemistry at
*tray State.
His dissertation, entitled
"High
Temperature
Pholeekctron Spectroscopy of
Group IIB Halides." was
mocessfully ddended an July
IL i dealt with the cidermimilie of molecular orbital
energy levels.
The son of Mr. and Mrs Guy
Boggess al Hard* Dr. Boggess
received his undergraduate
degree in chemistry aid
mathematics from Murray
Mabelsalt aflu attending era
University of Tennessee at
Matta on a basketball
scholarship. He earned the
master's degree at Purdue
University before joining the
Murray Mate faculty in itat.
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Tigers Open Campaign At Reidland With Tie
Scor
ing Opportunities Evade
Murray High In Final Half

By MIKE BRANDON
tempted tacklers and managed
With 2:29 left in the game,
Ledger & Times Sportswriter to scamper on into the
endzone Reidland took over
from their
Alan Womble will probably for the six
points.
own 19 after 203-pound tackle
never make it as a professional
The PAT was good and the
Rick Harned recovered the
football quarterback.
final score of 7-7 was on the
fumble.
One thing for sure is that scoreboard, although
at the
On a second and seven from
nobody from Murray will ever time nobody would
have ever the Reidland 38, Craig
Suiter
help him attain that goal if he imagined it.
and Steve Porter pounced on an
should desire to try it.
For Murray, the first ofWomble's 36 yard touchdown fensive play of the game ended apparent Womble fumble but
the play had been blown dead.
pass late in the second half was in a fumble.
the only touchdown of the night
Reidland was forced to
On the second series in the
for Reidland.
punt with less than a halffirst period, the Tigers began
But it proved to be a
minute to be played in the
their scoring drive.
history-making event for
game, and the Tigers took
A 13 yard run by Doug Shelton
Murray High as the two followed by Dale McCuiston
ever on their own 25.
's 15
Learns went on to battle to a 7yard gain moved Murray up to
The Tigers had time for one
7 deadlock on a hot night in
the Reidland 45.
-- play and the most excitement of
the Paducah suburb.
Back-to-back first down runs the night occurred thereafter.
Had it not been for that by Shelton and fullback Cliff
With only four seconds left,
scoring pass, the Tigers of Dibble put the Tigers within
24 Furgerson got off a long pass
Murray High would have yards of paydirt
that sailed into the hands of Dan
, started their new age of football
Fischer who received a pair of
The key play of the drive
"-ran a gutcessf111 note.
fine sideline blocks.
came on a fourth and six
But for John Hina, that one
inches play from the
Fischer scampered over 40
pass that could have been an
yards before being stopped on
Reidland 14 when Shelton
4 interception will live on as a
the Murray High 32 yard line by
broke tackle for 12 yards and
haunting memory.
set up a first and goal
Furgerson, and Reidland
Every coach likes to win and
walked off the field with its
situation.
winning that first game of the
On the next play from second consecutive tie.
I season is what a coach thinks scrimmage, McCuiston
The season had opened last
took a
f about all summer while his handoff from Furgerson and
week at Clay for Reidland as
I 1 players are on vacation.
the - Greyhounds battled
drove over from two yards out.
-f
But for Hina, winning the first
Webster County to a 20-20 tie.
Chris Miller's PAT split the
game of the 1973 season meant a uprights and the Tigers had an
In that game, Fischer
• .lot more than just a chance at early 7-0 lead, with 2:45 left in
amassed approximately 309
being able to go through the the opening period.
yards on the ground. Against
.season with an unblemished
The entire final half of the the Tigers; he
netted aprecord.
ballgame
• was
simply proximately 60 yards.
f
For it was Hina's first
dominated by the Tigers but the
For the Tigers, McCuiston
game as the head coach of
inability to execute on the big
and
Shelton each rushed for
the Tigers. And for the
play cost Murray High the
approximately 90 yards while
Tigers, it was their first
victory.
game In 43 years without the
THERE'S GOT TO BE A MORNING AFTER--/t's a safe bet
Murray High used the first six Thompson and Jones had apthat Alan likeable touchdown pass tor Reidland that prevented the Tigers
frowteldieg p NUMDean of Kentucky high
011 will be feeling some leg cramps after bringing down Dale
minutes of the third period to proximately 50 yards apiece.
McCuiston of opening win.
"Our
Murray
school football coaches, Ty
running game was fine
High. Also In on the play is Jim Spears (27 of Reidland. Womble
march 51 yards dovnifield, only
threw the
(Staff Photos by Gene McCuteheas)
Holland.
to have the scoring opportunity but we just couldn't get the
For Tiger fans,it was the first die on a fourth and four from the breaks we needed," said a
time they had ever seen Reidland
14
when
the weary John Hine after the
anything besides the single- Greyhounds pounced on a Tiger game.
•
wing offense used.
"We just couldn't connect on
fumble.
•
Tier'. 4 Peet . .
etcse
•
By just looking at the
Three, plays later the Tigers our passes and we didn't come
•
CALL
statistics, one would think that recovered a Reidland fumble on up with the break-away runs
•
•
the Tigers adjusted well to tbe AsiGrehound 10-yard lie when when we needed them and
•
JIM SOWDERS
wing-T offense.'
an alert Doug Shelton krabbed that's wlia,Jalled us,"
•
By FRED ROTHENBER4
11,40
Lo
krnan
snapped.
"We're
out
no one says what he really
On the ground, Murray High the loose ball.
As far as the transition from Associated Press Sports Writer there playing baseball,
SUPERIOR EXTERMINATING CO
not tid- means, all this translates into
netted almost 300 yards as all of
On the first play following the single-wing to the wing-T
Listen to the contenders and dlywinks."
Pittsburgh now being the team
the runningbacks turned in Shelton's fumble recovery, offense,
TERMITE CONTROL
Hine was pleased with try to guess who's afraid of
And now a question for Bill to beat in the NL East.
•
outstanding efforts.
fullback Tony Thompson the team's work.
who.
Virdon,
manager
of
the
PHONE 753 7266
Pirates,
But in the air, it was another powered his way through the
Elsewhere in the NL, New •
First, speaking for the Chi- whose team is one game
But as far as the game, it was
711 MAP
•
MvIVRAY KENTUCKY
in York outlasted St. Louis 6-4 in •
story.
•
middle for eight yards find left different.
cago Cubs, 3L2 games off the back of St. Louis
•
after their 7Junior quarterback West Murray only a body length from
•
10 innings; Cincinnati clobbered a
"It was very disappointing. pace set by St. Louis in the Na- and 5-2 victories over
the
Cubs. San Diego 10-4; Houston edged
Furgerson
had a tough the tie-breaking touchdown.
The reason we play football tional League East, is their
initiation as he connected on
A loss of twp yards, a delay of games is to win, not to
-Mr Virdon, was the double- Los Angeles 3-2, Montreal beat
manager Whitey Lockman.
lose
or
only one of the 10 passes for 16 game penalty and two inPhiladelphia 5-2 and Atlanta
tie," Hina added.
-Mr. Lockman, will Friday header sweep crucial?
yards.
slugged
San Francisco 10-4.
complete passes gave the
Hina's Tigers will get a night's two losses to Pittsburgh
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
-"I don't think so," Virdon
His Reidland counterpart, pigskin back to Reidland.
Jim Rooker got the Pirates
chance for their first win next have any adverse psychological
said.
"Just
two
off
more
ball
Womble, didn't have that much
right
in
the
first game,
In the final period, Alan
Friday night when Heath visits effects on your club?
games."
blanking the Cubs on seven
success either.
Jones carried the ball twice
Holland Stadium for an 8 p.m.
-"What
do
talk
want
you
to
In the fanny-bouncing world hits.
Womble hit three of 10 passes
for a total of 41 yards and
game.
about, baseball or psychology," of major league baseball where
and had 61 aerial yards but his
"You bet I'm whipped," he
moved the Tigers downfield
said after recording his seventh
scoring pass to junior halfback
th
Into Reidland territory at the Mike West at the 112 mark of
decisions.
Vic
if ilnclaIn make
the second quarter was enough
-I e "
- it born
An eight yard loss on a fake
In the first g
to make him the outstanding draw play to McCuiston
- ame, Willie Stargell slammed his 36th homer of
Greyhound performer on of- followed by three incomplete
American I e,ague
National 1.eagise
chool Football the season
to key the victory.
fense.
East
-7 passes ended the scoring threat.
East r-Mets I, Cardinals 4
It was the interception of a
Reidland's final drive of the
VW: I.-- Pet- GIL 'hayfield 7, Caldwell County 0
W. 1- P
-lite Cardinals, who are in
Furgerson pass on a fourth
Baltimore
76 54 115 -. Paducah Tilghman 53,
game ended in a near in- St Louis
68 66 507 Male 0
first by one game, have now
Any garment
Reath
and eight from the Reidhpul ' Aareeption on a third and nine Pittsburgh
72 62 .537 6 Valley 36, Fairdale
65 65 500 1
0
lost one more game than the
18 which set up the starting
71 64 .56 7'2 Madisonville 32,
64 69 .481 3/
play from the Tiger 45.
Chicago
1
2 Detroit
of
your choice
Union City 8
69 66 .511 91
series for the Greyhounds.
/
2 Franklin Simpson 20, Russell- Pirates. Friday night's defeat
Shelton got his fingers on a Montreal
63 70 .474 41
/
2 New York
clearied and
is one they'll remember for a
66 67 .496 111
Reidland took six plays to Womble pass and the ball just New York
/
2 vWe 14
6271 .456 51
/
2 Milwaukee
long time.
Cleveland
---move the ball from their awn 19 eluded the outstretched hand of Philadelphia 62 12 .463 6
57 78 .422 211
/
2 CatripbelLsville 19, Green
pressed
for
CounWith two out and Met runners
down to the Tiger 36.
Alan Lemmons.
only
•-•--etrfirst and second in the 10th,
Oakland
79 54
Womble faded back and
Tiger fans made a little noise Los Angeles 8352 .615
Cumberland County 22, Part
Diego Segui threw a 2-2 pitch to
Kansas City 74 60 552 5'%
threw down the middle to West in the final five minutes as Cincinnati
80 55 593 3
City 14
'Excludes Forma/ Wear or Suedes
Cleon Jones. Jones didn't think
Minnesota
64 69 .481 -15
who was hit by defensive Murray High against almost San Francisco 71 59 553 8%
Fort Thomas Highlands 34,
it was a strike. Neither did
This coupon must accompany
Chicago
64 70 478 151
/
2 Dayton 12
secondaries Alan Jones and Ken managed to nave an op- Houston
69 68 504 15
plate umpire Frank
('aifornia
garment when brought in
61 68 .473 16
65 70 481 18
Grogan.
portunity but a fumble on the \tlanta
Georgetown 56, Owen County 0
But the Cardinals cfid.
Texas
46 17 .34633 Lone
We spun off of the two at- Reidland 19 took care of that. San Diego
48 85 361 34
Expires September 8 1973
Oak 19, Fulton City 6
Jones
put the next pitch into
oir
Tompkinsvillle 48, Marion
the outfield for a single, the
County 14
third consecutive two-out single
Atherton 20, Seneca 15
by the Mets,for the tie-breaking
Pleasure Ridge Park 31, Wag
run which led to a 6-4 victory.
gener 6
Reds le, Padres 4
Southern 13, Doss 6
Tony Perez drove in five runs
Garrard County 44, Casey
with a single, double and his
County 6
22nd homer and a combination
North Hardin 16, Fort Knox 7
of Reds produced another five
Johnson Central 20, Mullin 0
Fleming County 60, Nicholas in the Reds' 10-4 pasting of San
Diego.
County 0
Braves 16, Giants 4
Richmond Madison 41, Stanford
Pitcher Boric Harrison
13
cracked a three-run homer to
Somerset 42, Conner 0
Ohio County 0, Daviess County highlight a seven-run third and
the Atlanta Bray's went on to
0
Warren Central 42, Taylor drub the San Francisco Giants
10-4.
County 6
Expos 5, Mlles 2
Adair County 14, Metcalfe
Bernie Allen belted a two-run
County 12
homer in the fourth to lead
Corbin 27, Pineville 6
Folded or on Hangers.
Week
Montreal to its 5-2 victory.
Dixie Heights 19, Ludlow 0
With any drycleaning order
Astros 3, Dodgers 2
Frajkkfort 28. Bardstown 0
Without a drycleaning order 25C each.
Lee May slugged a two-run,
LaRue County 27, Hart County
ninth-inning homer that carried
8
Tom Griffin to his first victory
Lynch 27, Whitesburg 0
of the season and the Houston
Williamsburg 0, Whitley 0
Astros to a 3-2 decision over the
Reidland 7, Murray 7
Carroll County 40. Shelby Coun- Los Angeles Dodgers.
ty 8
Todd County Central 27, Butler
In the Americhn League the
scores were -Milwaukee-9,
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Durrett 21, Fiallard4
ton 2 and the Brewers 5, Red
-Open: 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Sox
4 in 13 Muftis; New Tir Hopkinsville 35, Henderson City
Baltimore 2; Cleveland 8,
Monday-Saturday
0
Detroit 3; Oakland 10, Kansas
Hazard 19, Paintsville 13
HITCHING A RIDE--Reidland defensive tackle R.I.. Headrick 1721 tries to stop Murray High fullback
Phone 753-9084
Cliff Dibble (33, from
City 7; Minnesota 11, Texas
Bell County 8, Knox Centiall 0
gaining giound. Dibble picked up over 211 yards while he was playing in the heekfield.
Prices
Good Sept 4-8
and Chicago 7. California 2
.1
Cumberland 24:-Middlesboro 6

41

Pirates Sweep Two Over Cubs;
St Louis Holds One Game Lead

e4a

Dryclearting SPECIAL)

Customers
Choice

ib.

Baseball Standings

S

k

SKIRTS &
SWEATERS
2 for 770

ShLaunirts
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Adequate Beef Reported
THOMAS0 HARRIS

Consumers stocking up for
the Labor Day weekend found
plenty of beef in the stores for
a change, but high prices put a
(Jammer on plans for holiday
picnics and barbecues in some
areas
-We'll be eating rnore
on the cob than himilturger and
hot dogs," add Oka Als Oswald Of
Pa., as the
made plans for a holiday picruc She said the family had
-planned on hamburger and
hot dogs" but changed to chicken because the cod of the
poidtry declined.
An Associated Press survey
found sepermarbets generally
reported an adaqinie but not
overly abundant sappy of beef
on hand.
O.G. Robertson, meat buyer
for Schnegiossiali Gentilly
Aare in liar--43elems, which
bilk IOW as lhe weid's horsed anniondint, sidd. "I have
panty at ma and I have same
Liner Day."
red hst piens
Isp and botVellid- Wadi was selling
'this mid at CIO a Pulled,
31 cods ins lbw the pnce in
rade deys.
d prices have slacked a
little," Robertson said, al-

ing m profit at current levels.
Several Dallas stores said
that deambeg livestock prices
at wboissale markets shouki filter down to the ransomer
soon—perhaps even before the
Sept. 12 expiration of the beef
ceihng
Uoyd Burleson, manager of
Gerald's Meat Market said,
"We're in a waiting period.
There may be a drip in the
bed Pre been getting out of
Dewar—but it's bard to say."
The high price of beef has
amid some probiems for the
Navajo Indian the of Wade,
Rock, Ariz. The tribe throws a
free barbecue for visitors and
reservation residents each yeer
and normally attracts more
than 100,010 persons.
"Normally, beef is demaked
by area ranchers," said Jahn
Nelson Dee, who is is thaw of
the 1173 fair which starts Sept.
5. "But the deers are worth so
mach that this year, no one
was abk to hdp out," Dee
added."Consequently,the tribe
has been farad to Fathom the
beef and slaughter it."
The Indians considered
charging for the barbecue, lid
Tribal Chairman Peter MacDonald said: "In the 77-year history of the fair the barbecue
has been free and it will remain that way, shortage or
not."
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Along with all our other environmental probiems, we also
have a none problem in the
notion and the date. This is a
problem which I sin greatly
concerned about—and I believe
the people of the Commonwealth mime the concern.
Although it is a relatively new
concern, the department's
Division of Soeical Programs
hos began investigatiog ways
to engird this type of poBution is both its forms. Noise
problems are divided into two
aitegoriss - in-state and intrastate. In-state noise death with
noise within a date, including
factories and just general

nuisance noise. Intro-state
noise includes airways did
highways.
According to the Noise
Abatement Law passed by
Congree lad October, the U.&
Environmental
Protection
Agency and the U. & Deportment of Ilreasportatisa will
-,
tarnish us with
_ad
technical equipment is conted
out in-date Nam inza-atalle
noise will be sorpervivad and
controlled by the U. S.
Department of Ti'.
Recently, three of oar personnel attended a fligbway
Noise Seminar in fieraismoto,
California sponsored by the U.
S. Department of Transportation. They roativad
training in vehicel adze
abatement of all
including cars, tracks sad
motorcycles. The Midis aid
information will be maiNIIIis
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Gov. department to demi* aid
Wendell Ford, is a Labor Day reconnected rellaidien fur
message to the people of canna if Rene piallan.
Beth federal and state
Kenttacky, says, "It is thy
regulations
will be formed
that
*were hope
this labor
Day will be a bright one for all. welkin the aril couple of
The backbone of tits anintry is yeses. We hope in pia the
Us Leland( force, and this knowledge now which will
special day has been at aside aid& us to write sid enforce
as* reminder that the fruits of regidetions which we cm all
or lee ha the Moe.
indestry are products of
us well as apital."
Labor Day, the Fad Monday
in September and traditionally
the end of the summer vacation
assam, is not always bright for
thew ILaatackian.
This keg weekend dinlies
thannsedis of people—ilk
Kentucky's highway and milk
is barge ambers of deaths and
injuriesa traffic accidents_
Lost year Id peopie 'Pere
killed on Kentucky's highways,
In an effort he reduce this death
rate, the Kentucky State Police
plan to increase their activities US 1-2 NW= Bs., 411.511411.10
dining the long weekend. They US 1-3 2111-211 Ihs., 4175411.311
will provide a maximum patrol US 14 SIO-2Se Ba., 41.15-411.7S
effort daring the three-day US 3-4 216-3111 lbs., 47.76-ILS
holiday period in which every Sows
available man wi0 be on duty. US 1-2 Tfla-34 1
Efforts will be concentrated in US 1-2 274310 Ba, 44.31411.111
areas where there have been US 1-3 rieda lbs., 44.11144.1111
iarge numbers of accidents in US 24 *MeBa,. 43.W411.61
Bears 31.0841.11,
the pest_
To he 'treaded notcrists on
the date's parkway and interstate systems, the Department of Trannortation will
supply emergency patrol
vehicles equipped with two-way
radios, supplies of gasoline and
water, the dwaging tools, and
first aid equipment.
Baron of Highway personal
will man the pick-an bomb
during the peak travel periods
which fall between 3 p.m. and IP
pin. on Friday, Aug. 31, sod
Monday, Sept. 3.
Eadt truck will plod II
miks of highway ad ell be
able to cover dint &tame hi
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Day Traffic
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111 Append

Reg. '1 1.92

Reg. 53.57 Gallon

DIRECTORS
CHAIR
SW*
Asst Coles

Reg. 113"
$977

SUCCESS

HUNTING SEASON
SPECIALS!!
Geri W BoKreva

Local Man Is
warded Degre
GaryW.Bogies,sive llii•
mouther of the chemistry
faculty at Murray State
University, has been awarded a
doctoral degree by the
University of Terme:nee.
A native of the Hardin area of
Mani& C000ty, where he dill
resides, Dr. Boggess has been
on leave from the University for
Or pest two years while be
suited toward the termini
*pee.fie is TIOW an asstistnot
pretessor of chemistry at
Miorrary State.
His dessertation, entitled
"High
Temperature
Photoelectron Spectroscopy of
Group 1111 Halides." was
succeadelly defended an July
LI it desk with the determimetic= of molecular orbital
energy levels.
The son of Mr. and Mrs Guy
limps of Hardin, Dr Boggess
reesteed his undergraduate
deems in chemistry and
mthentatics from Murray
Sate ia Met after attending the
Osiversity of Tennessee id
Mete on a basketball
scholarship. He earned the
toaster's degree at Purdue
University before ioning the
Mornay State faculty in 1911.
A member of the American
Chemical Society, Dr Boggess
participated in I two-week
-isoiderthoe' in &Aron
111-peel,Belgium, lest
Srnaresdier.
Yrs_ Owen is the former
Melly McKey of Ida, Ky.,
ma they have the children:
Digkby, 17, aid Becky, 14
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Tigers Open Campaign At Reidland With Tie
Pr

f

only

IISH

IBLE

100

1.27

By MIKE BRANDON
tempted tacklers and managed
With 2:29 left in the game,
Ledger &Times Sportswriter to scamper on into the endzone Reidland took over from their
Alan Womble will probably for the six points.
own 19 after 203-pound tackle
never make it as a professional
The PAT was good and the Rick Harned recovered the
final score of 7-7 was on the fumble.
football quarterback.
One thing for„,sure is that scoreboard, although at the
On a second and seven from
nobody from Murray will ever time nobody would have ever the Reidland 38, Craig Suiter
help him attain that goal if he imagined it.
and Steve Porter pounced on an
For Murray, the first of- apparent Womble fumble but
should desire to try it.
Womble's 36 yard touchdown fensive play of the game ended the play had been blown dead.
pass late in the second half was in a fumble.
Reidland was forced to
the only touchdown of the night
On the second series in the
punt with less than a halffirst period, the Tigers began
for Reidland.
•
minute to be played in the
their scoring drive.
But .it proved to be a
game, and the Tigers took
Shelton
by
run
Doug
A 13 yard
history-making event for
over on their own 25.
Murray High as the two followed by Dale McCuiston's 15
The Tigers had time for one
yard gain moved Murray up to
teams went on to battle to a 7and the most excitement of
play
the Reidland 45.
7 deadlock on a hot night in
Back-to-back first down runs the -night occurred thereafter.
the Paducah suburb.
With only four seconds left,
Had it not been for that by Shelton and fullback Cliff
got off a long pass
Furgerson
24
within
Tigers
scoring pass, the Tigers of Dibble put the
that sailed into the hands of Dan
Murray High would have yards of paydirt.
Fischer who received a pair of
The key play of the drive
• started-their new age-of football
fine
sideline blocks.
six
and
came on a fourth
on a successful note.
Fischer scampered over 40
Inches play from the
But for John Hina, that one
yards before being stopped on
Reidland 14 when Shelton
pass that could have been an
Murray High 32 yard line by
the
and
yards
12
for
broke tackle
interception will live on as a
Furgerson, .and. Reidland
set up a first and goal
haunting memory.
walked off the field with its
situation.
Every coach likes to win and
second
consecutive tie.
from
play
On the next
winning that first game of the
The season had opened last
season is what a coach thinks scrimmage, McCuiston took a
week at Clay for Reidland as
about all summer while his handoff from Furgerson and
the
Greyhounds battled
out.
yards
two
drove over from
players are on vacation.
Webster County to a 20-20 tie.
Chris Miller's PAT split the
But for Hina, winning the first
- Tigers had an
In that game, Fischer
game of the 1973 season meant a uprights and the
lot more than just a chance at early 7-0 lead, with 2:45 left in amassed approximately 300
yards on the ground. Against
being able to go through the the opening period.
The entire final half of the the , Tigers, he netted apseason with an unblemished
simply proximately 60 yards.
was
ballgame
record.
dominated by the Tigers but the
For it was tibia's first
For the Tigers, McCuiston
inability to execute on the big and Shelton each rushed for
game as the head coach of
play cost Murray High the approximately 90 yards while
the Tigers. And for the
victory.
Tigers, it was their first
Thompson and Jones had apMurray High used the first six proximately 50 yards apiece.
game in 43 years without the
minutes of the third period to
Dean of Kentucky high
"Our running game was fine
march $1 yards downfield, only
school football coaches, Ty
but we just couldn't get the
opportunity
scoring
the
have
to
Holland.
breaks we needed," said a
For Tiger fans, it was the first die on a fourth and four from the weary John Hina after the
the
when
14
time they had • ever seen Reidland
game.
anything besides the single- Greyhounds pounced on a Tiger
"We just couldn't connect on
fumble.
wing offense used.
passes and we didn't come
our
Three plays later the Tigers
By just looking at the
up with the break-away runs
statistics, one would think that recovered a Reidland fumble on
when we needed them and
the Tigers adjusted well to tbe 9aGrehound 10•yardjife when
waled us,"
that's
an alert Doug Shelton krabbed
wing-T offense.
As far as the transition from
On the ground, Murray High the loose ball.
On the first play following the single-wing to the wing-T
netted almost 300 yards as all of
the runningbacks turned in Shelton's fumble recovery, offense, Hina was pleased with
fullback Tony Thompson the team's work.
outstanding efforts.
But as far as the game, it was
But in the air, it was another powered his way through the
middle for eight yards and left different.
story.
"It was very disappointing.
Junior quarterback West Murray only a body length from
The reason we play football
had a tough the tie-breaking touchdown.
Furgerson
A loss of two yards, a delay of games is to win, not to lose or
initiation as he connected on
only one of the 10 passes for 16 game peaalty and two in- tie," Hina added
Hina's Tigers will get a
complete passes gave the
yards.
&lance for their first win next
His Reidland counterpart, pigskin back to Reidland.
Friday night when Heath visits
In the final period, Alan
Womble, didn't have that much
Holland Stadium for an 8 p.m.
Jones carried the ball twice
success either.
game.
for a total of 41 yards and
Womble hit three of 10 passes
moved the Tigers downfield
and had 61 aerial yards but his
Into Reldland territory at the
scoring pass to junior halfback
27.
Mike West at the 1:Arnark of
An eight yardloss on a. fake
the second quarter was enough
to make him the outstanding draw play to McCuiston
National League
Greyhound performer on of- followed by three incomplete
East
threat.
scoring
the
ended
passes
fense.
W. I.. Pct, G.B.
Reidland's final drive of the
It was the interception of a
68 66 .507 Louis
St
innear
a
in
ended
game
fourth
a
on
'Furgerson pass
65 65 .500 1
Pittsburgh
nine
and
third
a
on
terception
and eight from the Reidland
64 69 .481 3,-2
Chicago
play from the Tiger 45.
18 which set up the scoring
63 70 .474 4I-2
Montreal
a
on
fingers
his
got
Shelton
Greyhounds.
series for the
62 7I.4ø 514
York
New
just
ball
the
and
pass
Womble
Reidland took six plays to
_phaadelptiia 62 72 ..463 6
move'the ball from their-own 19 eluded the outstretched hand of
West
Alan Lernmons.
down to the Tiger 36.
Angeles 83 52 .615 os
I
noise
little
a
made
fans
Tiger
Womble faded back and
80 55 .593 3
CMcirmati
threw down the middle to West in the final five minutes as
73 59 .553 8,•2
Francisco
San
who was hit by defensive Murray High against almost
69 68 .504 15
Houston
opan
nave
to
managed
secondaries Alan Jones and Ken
70 .48118
65
Ntlanta
the
portunity but a fumble on
Grogan.
.361 34
85
48
Diego
San
West spun off of the two at- Reidland 19 took care of that.
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THERE'S GOT TO BE A MORNING AFTER-it's a safe bet that Alan Womble
illi will be feeling some leg cramps after bringing down Dale MeCuiston of
Murray High. Also in on the play Is Jim Spears 1271 of Reidland. Womble threw the

touchdown pass for Reidland that prevented the Tigers from taking a seasonopening win.
I Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheon

Pirates Sweep Two Over Cubs;
Louis Holds One Game Lead
.
By FRED ROTHENBERd lAssociated Press Sports Writer
Listen to the contenders and
try to guess who's afraid of
who
First, speaking for the Chicago Cubs, 342 games off the
pace set by St. Louis in the National League East, is their
manager Whitey Lockman
-Mr. Lockman, will Friday
night's two losses to Pittsburgh
have any adverse psychological
effects on your club?
-"What do you want to talk
about, baseball or psychology,"

one says what he really
means, all this translates into
Pittsburgh now being the team
to beat in the NI, East.
Elsewhere in the NL, New
York outlasted St. Louis 6-4 in
10 innings; Cincinnati clobbered
San Diego 10-4; Houston edged
Los Angeles 3-2, Montreal beat
-Mr Virdon, was the doublePhiladelphia 5-2 and Atlanta
crucial?
header sweep
slugged San Francisco 10-4.
Jim Rooker got the Pirates
-"I don't think so," Vu-don
said. "Just two more ball off right in the first game,
blanking the Cubs on seven
games."
In the funny-bouncing world hits.
"You bet I'm whipped," he
of major league baseball where
• said after recording his seventh
victory in 11 decisions. "I don't
know if I can make it home."
in the first game, Willie StarSell slammed his 36th homer of
American League
the season to key the victory.
East
Meta 6, Cardinals
W. I.. Pct. GB. Mayfield 7, Caldwell County 0
The Cardinals, who are in
76 54 585 Baltimore
Paducah Tilghman 53, Male 0
first by one game, have now
72 62 .537 6
Bostn
Valley 36, Fairdale 0
lost one more game than the
71 64 .526 7'2 Madisonville 32, Union City 8
Detroit
Pirates. Friday night's defeat
69 66 .511 9'2 Franklin Simpson 20, Russell- is one they'll remember for a
New York
Ilkt
.496
67
66
Milwaukee
ville 14
long time.
57 78 .422 114 Camptiellaiiik 19, Green CounCleveland
With two out and Met runners
West
on first and iecond in the TOM,
"
79 54 .594 - Cumberland County 22, Park
Oakland
Diego Segui threw a 2-2 pitch to
Kansas City 74 60 .552 51•2 City 14
Cleon Jones. Jones didn't think
64 69 .481 15
Minnesota
Fort Thomas Highlands 34, it was a strike. Neither did
64 70 478 15'2 Dayton 12
Chicago
plate umpire Frank Ptah.
61 68 473 16
Caifornia
Georgetown 56, Owen County 0
But the Cardinals did.
46 87 .34633 Lone Oak 19, Fulton City 6
Texas
Jones put the next pitch into
48, Marion the outfield for a single, the
Tompkinsvillle
County 14
third consecutive two-out single
Atherton 20, Seneca 15
by the Mets,for the tie-breaking
Wag31,
Park
Pleasure Ridge
run which led to a 6-4 victory.
gener 6
Reds 10, Padres 4
Southern 13, Doss 6
Tony Perez drove in five runs
Casey
44,
Garrard County
with a single, double and his
County 6
22nd homer and a combination
North Hardin 16, Fort Knox 7
of Reds produced another five
Johnson Central 20, Mullin 0
in the Reds' 10-4 pasting of San
Fleming County 60, Nicholas
Diego,
1
County 0
Braves 10, Giants 4
Stanford
Richmond Madison 41,
Pitcher Rorie Harrison
13
cracked a three-run homer to
Somerset 42, Conner 0
highlight a seven-run third and
Ohio County 0, Daviess County
the Atlanta Braves went on to
0
drub the San Francisco Giants
Warren Central 42, Taylor
10-4.
County 6
Expos 5, Phillies 2
Adair County 14, Metcalfe
Bernie Allen belted a two-run
County 12
homer in the fourth to lead
Corbin 27, Pineville 6
Montreal to its 5-2 victory.
Dixie Heights 19, Ludlow 0
Astro, 3, Dodgers 2
Frankfort 28, Bardstown 0
slugged a two-run,
May
Lee
County
LaRue County 27, Hart
ninth-inning homer that carried
8
Tom Griffin to his first victory
Lynch 27, Whitesbur 0
of the season and the Houston
1,VIntley
Williamsburg 0,
Astros to a 3-2 decision over the
Reidland 7, Murray 7
Los Angeles Dodgers.
CounShelt)
40,
County
Carroll
ty 8
Todd 'County Casiteal 27. Butler
In the American League the
.scores _were. Milviaukaa.3,-Bos,
Durrett 21 Ballard 0
toe 2 A nd_the.
..
-Brewers S. Red.
4
Sox
in
New York
:13
innings;
ilopkinsville 35. Henderson City
5, Baltimore 2; Cleveland 6,
0
Detroit 3; Oakland 10, KAnsas
Hazard 19. Paintsville 13
•7; Minnesota 11, Texas 2
City
frown
0.
(22)
Bell County R. Knox Centnal
HITCHING A RIDE-Reidland defensive tackle RI,. Headrick (72)tiles to stop Murray High (whack Cliff Dibble
. Chicago 7, California 2.
and
beddield.
6•
the
playing
In
was
he
Middlesborci
24.
while
'timberland
yards
20
over
up
gaining ground. Dibble picked

Baseball Standings
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Scoring Opportunities Evade
Murray High In Final Half

Lockman snapped. "We're out
ing baseball, not tidthere
dlywinks."
And now a question for Bill
Virdon, manager of the Pirates,
whose team is one game in
back of St. Louis after their 7-0
and 5-2 victories over the Cubs.
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CALL

JIM SOWDERS
SUPERIOR EXTERMINATING CO

TERMITE CONTROL
PHONE
7•

133-7265
MURRAY
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Drycleaning SPECIAL]

Kentucky High
School Football

Any garment

of your choice
clear.ed and
pressed for
only

'Excludes Formal Wear or Suedes
This coupon must accompany
garment when brought in
Expires September 8 1973
los

k

SKIRTS &
SWEATERS
2 for 770

5for
Shirts
ed
Launder

99CA

11
Week
Folded or on Hanger's.
With any drycleaning order.
Without a drycleaning order 25C each.

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
_CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open: 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
Phone 753-9084
•
Prices Good Sept 4;

CELEBRATE LABOR DAY AT BIG K WITH THESE SENSATIONAL VALUES!
Open Sunday 1 p.m. to 6 - Open ALL DAY Monday!
These Prices Good Sunday and Monday!
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Tor—A
Expand in undertakings going
well, setting a better pace for
speedier results. Strew your
fine organizational ability.
TAURUS
t Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stretch your talents and
abilities to cover some of the
sparse areas in your field of
endeavor. An avocational use of
your artistic talents could prove
highly profitable.
GEMINI
0"
t May 22 to June 21) nau,
Sudden changes of plan or
unconventional action could get
you into difficulties if you are
not careful. Lean toward the
practical rather than the
theoretical.
CANCER
.(June 22 to July 23)
Weigh fitness and the validity
of proposed action carefully.
Keep eyes on the farthest
horizon possible as you steer
your course.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 73) /244t
Stress teamwork now. Cadet• with knowledgeable heads;
don't wait until you hit a snag.
Use care in estimating values.
VIRGO
irn
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) -r
Bonuses indicated from past
efforts These should give you
new incentive, perhaps a wholly
new approach in places. Longrange plans favored.
LIBRA
r""Nir
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
Ease up on striving, expansion, spending, if you have
been in high gear. But, otherwise, an extra spurt here, a wise
penny spent there, can be timeand money-savers.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov 72)
Try to put over your ideas but
not too hard, or you may lose
the attention of others by
seeming to dictate. Let your
willingness to cooperate
dominate.

A large assortment of
bath towels from Big Kl
Ideal for your fall wardrobe! Long sleeve
book print top of 50% polyester and 50%
Button front., Sizes 30 to 36 in 2 print
assorted colors.

LADIES NYLON PANTS

100% nylon pants of
interlock knit. Flare
leg,
2" waistband,
pull-on style. Sizes 8
hii:16,in fall colors.

JUNIOR

DRESSES

Pillows to match the
decor of any room in
your home! Buy now
and save during this
Labor Day sale'

for fall!

2

f°r
00

Li

Reg. 5.66
•

Choose
your fall
wardrobe from a big
selection
of
our
avri I/cotton dresses!
Many styles, prints,
colors. Sizes 3 to 11

Spruce up that
floor
a new
12 nylon pile
shag rug from
K!

4ith

old
9x
or
Bi
Get
this one
pound bag at a
low, low Big K
price!

SAGITTARIUS
6140
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
Enthusiasm, as well as
competence, must be properly
channeled to be effective. Do
not go to extremes on this
generally stimulating day.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Control emotions, a desire for
luxuries. Don't shift from one
plan or activity to another
without reason. Don't make
promises you can't keep and
don't aim for the unreasonable.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Not a spectacular day, but
friendly for educational and
individual advancement; also
for experimenting, straightening out complications and
making long-rams-Plan&
PISCES
- Aft. .
Feb. 20 to Mar. 30) f`
Search for a more distinctive,
more helpful way to push your
interests. They can be handled
with greater ease if you depend
on your own judgment.
YOU BORN TODAY are
notably steadfast, purposeful,
domestically inclined and
always faithful to a trust You
seldom change occupations
unless circumstances so
compel, and you do a bang-up
job for both superiors and
dependents. Virgoans are
wonderful at keeping secrets,
which is why they make trusted
associates ..and valuable confidential secretaries. You are
extremely sensitive
and
self-conscious,
sometimes
though your geniality and
graciousness usually belie this.
Fields in which you could excel:
education, theology; also
chemistry, banking, journalism
and literature. You would also
Make an outstanding literary or
dramatic critic. Birthdate of:
Sarah 0. Jewett, novelist__
. • •

A lovely wedding ring
bedspread in both full
and twin sizes. White,
pink, royal, avocado or
golden topaz.

12" skillet with Solarod heating element, cooking guide,
sculptured aluminum Cover,
self-levelling legs.

Health Aluminum
COOKWARE SET

44
• Completely
automatic
full .range. temperature control, pilot tight,
Cooking guide.

Choose from sliced beef and
gravy, salisbury steak and mushroom gravy, meat loaf in brown
gravy, beef patties in italian
sauce or sliced turkey and gravy.

Reg. 9.97

Seven 'piece aluminum set
that includes 2 saucepans
with covers, fry pan and dutch
oven (caver_ fits both).

Buy this Scott towel Big Roll
in white, colors or decorated
for your kitchen and save!

Suedine and vinyl
uppers with low
walking heel. Sizes
to 10 in brown and
blue.

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For • pirscomi 110 oleo
torocast on flostto. t000rth. Mayo and
,r,•Q9 Send SiCO phis TS coots in
coo, for post000 and handling to
Horoscope Book Drportotoot, Box ITS.
Old COetse• Statmn, Novi York, 1.4 Y
10011 '
,
l.ntRi,ng this tyrootosoor
Print your NAME, ADDRESS MR,
/IP end DATE OF BIRTH ItOtmour•
eee) or, tot nom torociat for your
s
foe

ririTta
raduald -oil.
•
•
beans. To the _laeanii Add d'
celery, minced Onion and
(+tipped sweet pickles, dreis
with mayonnaise and garnish with hard-cooked eggs.

Equal Opportunity Employer

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

BANKAPAERICARD
Acres of Free Parting 1=1/11

753-8777

1, 1973

PAGE SWUM

TIM LEM= & MILS

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

hA1111110A
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Your ItiNual
Horoscope
ES!
Frances Drake
rOft SUNDAY,

Boys
PAJAMAS
266
Permanent press coat
style
pajamas for
boys! Long sleeves.
Sizes 8 to 18 in assorted
prints
and
fashion colors.

SEPTUM' 2. 1973
Look
the met= to which
your brim= comes snd fad
what your outlook is, awarding
to the start

BOYS PERLIA-PRESS

AMC
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Yummy be caught la a fire of
01111111-perposea_ Don't be
dissasyst Bad out where, hour
pa staid. Theo ACT but
dherintly.
TAURUS
ts4x-it
(AP%
W May 21)
A pad pried for lwalabag
sot Ws ma he= if your
ago= dial= aim you the
Um. Os On perm= side.
rommee and travel fawned.
mem
(May 22 is June 21) 11180, Where you we wit certain of
yaw CIPIIIIIM, take time to gather
more fact& Be sure you are root
dam* laid bade or Mbirina paroms.
C.ANCIIM
(Aloe CI to July CI) 490
Flits eloporatina from others
aidleniat lbw the posolbibq of
an hinuallag Imam offer
Owe pa lave checked tbe
latter's potentials, act acconfingly.
LCO
Pay ft to Avg. n) 444a
Be prepared to willisiond
opposItloo, unexpected
dlairtonees. You may ast lady
be by both, ha nay he able
to
maws to a= a way
as to ineroase presage.
V11000
(A.Iitolnt. n)
You oasy Inore to mine wane
piss rm. Mors my ambit
antioulat hot. to general, pa
=nit daft par soia Alma•
Ms progiarod ler the
ampoillufL
MIRA
(Sept M to Oct IS) stal
A day which mit for careful
Don't waste
anomallials while you
neglectawe vlall moll= Yai
may get some gni id= from
alms now.
fiCOCTIO
(Oct. )4 to Mow. n)
A good dry far arking important declaim bat weigh
them wed! Move forward ally
after carehd and delineate
forethought.
Avoid
impulsion= Is speech. to..
CADMIUM*
mac n to Doc. 21)
Lodi for some changing
sitantiona. Be siert, ready to
tangling* action,and be___
by procedures which have
primed successful in the past
CAPW.1001/74
(Dec. 22 to Jan. a) XIJ
Study results of previous
edam.U ainopain did not
=a sot sa
1of1tby
ampatiams.lbw= where you

SPORT SHIRT
Permanent press sport shirt for
boys of cotton-polyester blends!
Long pointed collar, chest pocket, 2 button cuff. Sizes 8 to 18
in prints and patterns.

AMBASSADUER
REEL

BOYS 10-OUNCE

DENIM JEANS
2500

Boys permanent press 50-50
polyester-cotton jeans with 2
front scoop pockets, 2 back
patch pockets, jumbo bottoms.
Sizes 6 to 18 in blue, brown,
black, setter or wine.

Sensational Labor Day savings on the
world's finest bait casting reel! Combines more accurate, pinpoint casting
with less possibility of back-lash
than any other casting reel!

MENS
TAILORED

DRESS
SHIRT
Sturdy, disable
seat for your
boat. 18 x 15.

Pol y-ny I on
warp
knit
dress shirt
with 2 button cuff.
\Sizes S to XL in
arious colors.

QUAKER STATE SUPER BLEND

FEDERAL GAME LOAD

MOTOR
OIL

DYMO -MINI

LABEL
MAKER

SHOTGUN
SHELLS

FOAM COOLER

• NER

ivh

Nothing Sold
to Dealers!

ACTION BOAT
SEAT
20-GALLON
GARBAGE
CAN

Quantity RiglIts
Reserved!

ow 148
TAPE FOR
LABELS
2 for $1.00

High brass plastic
shells for 12. 16
and 20 gauge guns.

8

OIL

Reg. 2.67
Model 1861

WORKMAN'S

LUNCH KIT
Big
savings
Labor Day!

for
Model
058130'
Ada. II

28 OZ.

AUTO TAPE PLAYER

FANCY SOFT DRINKS

AJAX LIQUID

2,0.93c

Advanced design in a high impact polystererte cabinet that
fits in any glove compartment.
Auto and manual push button
channel changer.

Two days only! Buy
your favorite gospel.
pop, country, instrumental music by the
leading artists!

SPARK
PLUGS

-

AQU AMR'
4
(Jan. 21 b Feb. 19)
-A highly
=Cade will
be needed to dial with the
various typal of perms poi
meet now. But Ulm"ilk to
analyse—andlanlaiplioar
OWN mind.
-PISCSS
(Feb. 20 to lir. NI) X
Neptune influences are not
too helpful, bit don't let this
deter you from trying for A-1
achievers:4ot. No good effort is
ever lost.

FDI AIR FILTER

51c

YOU BORN TODAY are
=lowed with a warm personality, a fine intellect and a
willing:nem to work hard to
reach your goals, which are
anially highly esbmoide. At
times, however, you ire confidence in yourself sod fret if
things don'tseem to be going as
well as you Oak they shwa
Try to bonier your optimism is
such cues aid realise Out the
Virgo= km bees gekd with
great will power Makit, If be
woukt bat ime it to him uhnost,
will me him through 'Anything.
Also, try to curb aa hicbsatioa
to be overly critiesd of others.
Fields in whidi you could male
your greatest socceas: politics,
statesmanship, diplomacy,
D,pitied ecimomy or
deem Urania of: Bray
George,=OW econanist.
•

•

•

YOU. PERSONA& 14000SCOPE
Fon
For • pinning WAFIFIPT
il
WNW mia11116 Iszerr
Foricast
r=e
l
morno
sra

Sizes for most
American cars!

Keep a smooth
running
car!

Iftrusconp ONO Oupsrlmost Own 71.
OW CMOs. 1111111m. NAY Twit. NY
EOM smilloolme OAF
~it vow NAME.
ZIP. ewe OATE OF !BIOTA Ile be urn
Tor AO The IOW IerecasI Ow very

Ancia

•-‘1-

f

Open Sundaffp:m.:W6-=-011041‘11.DAY Monday!--- -

To inalte-a topping kw coffee
calk baked ina2-inch _moan'
pan, mix 2 cup sugar, I 3rd
cup flour,
teaspoon meta
IMO and (-up soft butter

4
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Simeasses Should Be Chmen-ForProtection

•

PUT
TO WORK FOR YOU
AtWerat to Yeaterna, r Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1
6
11
12
14
15
17
18
19
20
21

Rent
Gaiters
Come back
Sums
Mans
nickname
Coast
Negative
prefix
Mountain on
Crete
More furtively
Hail,
Compass
Point
Separate

22
23 Escape
24 RUbtXtre on
Pencils
26 Peasants
27 Sieve
28 Mend with cotton
29 Peeled
31 Bothers
34 Mine cintranc•
35 Ballots
36 Printers
measure
37 American
•
essayist
38 Conflagrations
./
39 Simon
40 Teutonic deity
II Ascends
42 Century plant
43 Girls name
45 Striped.
animals
47 Cupolas
48 Rain and hail

5 Entrap
6 European'inane
7 Meat of hog
8 Devoured
9 Symbol tor
tantalum
10 Splinter
11 River of Germany
13 Pintail ducks
16 Possessive
pronoun
19 Squander
20 By oneself
22 Item of
property
23 Fortified
places
25 Eagle s nest
26 Foundations
28 Notes
29 Document

OHM NOW]
121011iN MOD OEM
PCIMIUSiP IMV211111111

nmnon
(Down!
wino TDM9
OMP MPOICIA omn
nn
OUR
MO
NM GOMM 000
MOM =00
MOM
GOOMO

nomonn oonnom
mann
mem unm MPOP

0060 EIXI
30 Worshiped
3 t Opening in
skin
32 Rumor
33 Dirks
35 Endorsement
made on
paaSport (p.)

38 Keen
39 Toward
shelter
41 Edge
12 Mature
44 Proceed
46 Negative
prefix

DOWN
. 1 Conductor
2 Sicilian
volcano
3 Diving bird
4 Senior 'abbr.)

Distr.

y United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

For a good many people,
sunglasses are no longer just a
seasonal or specialty item, to be
worn on bright summer days, or
for certain activities. Available
in an endless choice of shapes,
sizes, and colors, they are
becoming a year 'round fashion
accessory, and only secondly a
means of protecting the eyes
against excess sunlight and
glare. Yet, this seeming lack of
concern for the protection
factor can actually cause eye
strain and fatigue, according to
the Kentucky Society for the
Prevention of Blindness.
Sunglasses should protect the
eyes against bright sunlight and
glare,
without
reflected
distorting objects and only
minimally distorting colors.
Cheaply-made, poor quality
ones, with flawed, distorted
lenses, and without adequate
light-absorptive power simply
cannot fill the bill. The resulttearing, squinting, blinking and
an inability to see clearly-can
be very uncomfortable.
And despite what they may do
to enhance an outfit-rainbow
hues of pink, rose, orange,
yellow, blue, and purple arepoor choices, too. Instead,
lenses should be gray, green or
brown. Gray, the best choice,
enables the most natural colors,
with the least amount of
change. Next best are green
lenses, the most soothing;
followed by brown, which gives
the best object definition and
haze penetration.
Lenses should be shatter
resistant and of optical quality,
either ground ophthalmic glass

- HE DOE5ftr Willi01 TV A011
HOW COES HEY I DON'T
(
ACT?CCC-S HE KNOW-HE
MORE ... 14E IT IN THE
5EEM HAPPY
KITCHEN EV'ERY NI6HT,AND
JUST 51E445
OR 5AD ?
A LOT...
READS HIS COLLECTION OF
OLD 1316-LITTLE 500K5...

11 VN.1 I.

or high quality plastic. Such
lenses also have an important
absorptive quality, to block
harmful and invisible ultra
violet and infrared rays,
something that cheaper lenses
often cannot do.
How can you be sure of
buying good quality? One
simple, on the spot test is to
examine sunglasses in and
against the light for scratches,
streaks, bubbles, blurs or other
flaws. Hold them at half an
arm's length,focus on an object
with strong
vertical and
horizontal lines, such as a door
or window frame, and move
glasses up, down and sideways.
If the lines waver, it's a sign of
distortion in the lenses. (This is
not for prescription lenses,
where some distortion may be
built into the lenses for
corrective purposes.) Be sure,
too, that the lenses are of equal
color and density, as badly
matched ones can affect depth
perception.
Other pointers from the
Society?
-Don't wear sunglasses
when driving at night, driving
through a tunnel, or indoors.
Reduced visability where
illumination is already low can
be potentially dangerous.
-Frames should be impactresistant metal or plastic, well
constructed, with hinge and
screw joints.
-Prescription sunglasses,for
those who ordinarily wear
glasses, are better than clipons. The latter add weight, may
not fully 'cover the lens, and
increase light reflection from

- -UNE MA ALONE...
FIVE CENTS, PLEA5E

efaip
arg
.6 socroft
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Tr-16 DocToe
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THE Doc tor?

BLONDIE

THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY
TURN THE POWER AU. THE
WA"/ U GEE IF 'YOU CAN
THAT 6I6NAL A
LITTLE CE

RADAR
ROOM

Z NW.A
IINEPLY

WANTEVERYTH
ADS
ING
SELL MOST

the lens.
If you feel better and see
-With contact lenses, wear better in sunglasses, wear
piano-ground sunglasses them. Holever the Kentucky
Besides being a sun shield, they
Society for the Prevention of
are also a good dust screen.
Blindness reminds you to give
- Lenses coated with a thin
some thought to what you're
metallic film reflect light rays,
thereby reducing the amount buying. Providing they are of
that reaches the eye. A good bet good quality, sunglasses can
when a lower transmission make it more enjoyable to be
outdoors.
factor is needed.

MUSIC

Back to School Specials ....

government are working to
conserve motor fuel by
reducing speed and by making
more efficient use of our
vehicles. Just today I have
reminded Transportation
executives that the Governor
and the Energy Council insistas I do-that every possible
economy be made in the use of
gasoline and diesel fuel in the
Department's vehicles."
Citizens who prefer to write
may address their letters to
Conservation
Gasoline
Program, Department of
Transportation, State Office
Building, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601,

--Drums
-Banjo
-Band

,Ndai

-Accordion
-Guitar
-Trumpet

Bring this ad and receive 1 free lesson during the
month of September.

J6B MUSIC CENTER

PART-TI
wanted
hours 1:00
0656 aftern

Dixieland.753-7575-Murray
TUNING-- repair PIANO
AUTOS FOR SALE
rebuilding. Prompt expert service. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben OPEL G.T.-1971. Excellent
S4C
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. condition. Phone 753-7303.
TFC
Phone 753-8911.
LINCOLN-1971 Mark III, 33,000
PIANO, BAND Instrument, actual miles. New tires, excellent
violin, guitar and jazz lessons condition. Contact Larry Hurt at
Phone Erwin or Pat Chandler Murray Supply.
September BC
September 29C
753-1470.
IMPALA-1963
CHEVROLET
EXPERT GUITAR
the floor, power
automatic
in
SS,
INSTRUCTJON
brakes and steering. Excellent
Beginners and advanced
mechanical condition. Phone 753Study with one Of K y'S finest
teachers Now scheduling
SIC
6564.
enrollment Call Ed
limited
Monroe between S and 7 P.M.
Phone 753.8892

/

1

An ambassador
without embassy

/I HAVE
MORE BOY
FRIENDS
THAN YOU

SLUGGO--BOB - TOM-BRUCE --EDJIM
-SAM - - LE --

saff-r. s

LIL' ABNER
C.V040 WIMPS A
---- -1:1491:111ANTHILIA1191.

114'MILL•lutoAIRE
-THE CArsal*
,MERELY KIDNAPPED SOLVED.'!TH'APE
KILL SOMEONE-Bur-

-To FIND Ot.r WHAR BANANA*
SALES i-iAS ROOMED. WE'LL
FIND Ti-IE APE. 71-V1A-AND
MIS VICTIM!!

®

cisizscwreca-.).

WILL
I
home. Pho
DO YOU n
Jerry Ca
Kentucky

MUSTANG-1966, V8 automatic,
power steering. Good condition.
SIP
$475.00. Phone 436-6880.

•feti
ok

Li

NANCY

DOZER '
piller. Pho

CHEVROLET TRUCK-1969, one
on. Good metal bed;- low
S5P
mileage. Phone 435-5312.

VOLKSWAGEN-1964, new tires.
Good transportation, $325.00
By EDWARD NEILAN
China Air Lines to land at Phone
753-0165.
S4C
Copley News Service
some other airfield than ToTOKYO - Mah Soo-lay
kyo. Peking is trying to presholds the rank of ambassador
sure Japan to end the China FORD GALAXIE-1968, 500 XL,
in the foregin service of NaAir Lines flights as quid pro 390 motor, automatic trantionalist China ( Taiwan).
quo for granting rights to the smission. Like new, local car. No
But in this Japanese capiChina mainland for JAL.
rust. Good gas mileage. $900.00.
tal, due to the realities of
But JAL's most lucrative Phone 436-2368.
S4C
modern diplomacy, he must
route in Asia today is the Tooperate under the title -repkyo-Taipei leg and it would be
resentative, Association of
a costly loss to give it up.
1969
ROADRUNNER
East Asian Relations."
-If they make our airline ( Plymouth ) has new 383 motor.
That is the euphemism apland at Nagoya or some other GTS-US Mags, new tires, new
proved by the Japanese Gaiairfield, we'll make JAL land clutch, two door, 4 speed $450 or
musho Foreign Ministry) for
at Kaohsiung (hundreds of best offer. Phone 436-5552.
55C
continued diplomatic opermiles south of Taipei) and see
ations of the Taipei governwhat they say then," said
MUSTANG-1970, V8 automatic,
ment in Japan after Tokyo
Mah.
1700.00. Excellent condition.
severed relations with NaMah is a member of Tai- Phone 437-4290,
S5NC
tionalist China and estabpei's legislative Yuan and of
lished relations with the Peothe Central Committee of the
ple's Republic of China in PeKuomintapg political party. MONTE CARLO-1973 Lindau,
king.
He graduated from the Uni- 7,000 actual miles. One owner.
Excellent condition. Phone
"Sort of. ridiculous, isn't
versity of Santo Tomas in
Farmington, Kentucky days 34510" said Mah, speaking with
Manila and edited overseas
the candor that has been his
Chinese newspapers in Singa- =or nights 345-2681.
S8C
trademark throughout a varpore, Manila and Jakarta
ied career as diplomat and
while gaining a position of
newspaperman in a half-dozleadership and influence
SERVICES OFFERED
en Asia locales.
among overseas Chinese.
"When you think of it, the
At 64, Mah considers his
Royal Asphalt Service
situation is also very ironipresent task as "ambassadorcal," he said. "Since relations
-Driveways -Parking areas
without-an-embassy" to be
between Taipei and Tokyo
- Repairs
the toughest he's faced
were broken by the Japanese,
Phone 247-7201 anytime
the trade between the two
All work guaranteed, free
countries has actually inestimates.
creased. And more Japanese iAt
than ever are visiting Taipei. illi
"On the other hand, Japan's
WILL 1)0 trash and brush
'windfall' of trade with Comhauling Reasonable rates. Phone
Alf: 753-6130.
munist China has failed to !
Astk
TFC
materialize."
;
Mah had some other, more
FREE ESTIMATE a.) septic tink
harsh things to say about Japinstallation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
anese foreign policy during a illi
leisurely luncheon interview
7•11:. ****************t
at a Chinese restaurant in To* Now is the time to help your
*
* child with his reading
kyo's Akasaka District. But
Know someone
* Otharified reading tutor (MS ..L
-`
he requested that he not be
* in EduCation reading)
For
716. *
quoted directly on any of the; who'll soon
further information contact
Cecile Applegate (Mrs.)- 753criticisms.
celebrate a P
7Az; 2413.
71*
Many of Mah's points about W.
leOr**************
Japan's headlong rush to rec- A
birthday.?
ognize Peking have been(;UTTERING ..11.Y Seam..
made in Japan by Japanese tl
.seamless gutters, installed per -politicians. Somewhat suryour specifications. Call Larry
prisingly, some members of ixi
illi I.yles at 753-2310 for free
TVA has awarded a $3,383.670 Prime Minister Kakuei Ta- :41.
:-•II:: estimate.
TFC
Send them greetings41
!
naka's ruling Liberal Democontract to American Ai Filter
cratic
Party
believe
he
Company, Inc., of Louisville,
went Ni with a Happy Ad in 114 WILLIE'S INTERIOR
& Extoo far, too fast.
Ky., for electrostatic fly ash
terior Painting. Phone 753-4832
These critics say that the illi our Classified
collectors to be installed on the
Section!: from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
Bulldozer (Tanaka's nick- .4.
six older generating units at
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
name)
gained
only
a
hollow
Johnsonville Steam Plant.
estimates.
7ti
victory
of
beating
the United
This will be the second stage
September 18C
States to the formal recogniJust call
of a $32 million program to
tion of Peking.
improve air pollution contrail at
753-1916
s;
The critics add that while
WEEKEND
Work!
this coal-burning TVA power
Ilt NEED
Japan has full diplomatic
Anyone needing to employ
plant, located between Waverly
place
:4Eto
your
aciiiti someone for
status with the mainland ChiFriday night.
and Camden in west Tennessee. nese, the United
States acanytime Saturday or Sunday.
as
Work began in April on in- tually has a better
relation- 510
Af Phone 489-2690.
S5NC
stallation of similar equipment ship with Peking and only
has N The Ledger iii._
on the four generating units at gone so far as establishing
a
the Johnsonville plant.
liaison office in the Chinese
M
& Times ill! Leave
your heavy cleaning
Mechanical fly ash collectors, capital. Meanwhile, the
..$
installed when the plant was
Uruted States stands by its
up to the experts at
ties with Taiwan.
built, remove about 70 percent
The recent spectacle of
of the dust-like fly ash particles
SERVICE MASTER
Chase Manhattan Bank Presiproduced in furnaces of these
PROFESSIONAL
generating units. Addition of dent David Rockefeller visitCLEANING
electrostatic collectors is ing Peking to talk with Chidesigned to increase this nese Premier (7hoti En-lai disv
Carpets
collection efficiency to 99.5 turbed some elements of the
Japanese press.
percent
v Furniture
The second stage work will
Rumored prospects of a visv Walls
get under way next spring as it by Chou to Washington in
work on the first stage is the fall have also prompted
v Windows
1141=‘
My form Through•
'nearing completion. The new editorial ('onunents in Tokyo
ash collectors will be going into that the Chinese leader had.
- A-MA
born W.th hlatertal
Call Collect for Free
Alhearthaint in a
better visit Tokyo as well as
service on the plant's ten
Estimates
generating units at intervals Washington "or,Mr. Tanaka
1114"I
lleutph
ADt My Tratt•r Through a
will
look
pretty
silly."
WAPI/AD
from late this year to the
My Family lives Better Because I
Mali, expressing the official
SERVICE MASTER
summer of 1976, because of the
&me swellime theowsli the
time required for construction Taipei position, says hislov147 7333
rryerit
pot hudge. One
101d-The- stagger ed •:sr-hi-dotingMilan
the
CALL
maul
-outstanding
18--neCeSsary to mintratt-Issue of airline rights.
REPAIR Service.
the number of generating units
Japan, anxious to gain -Amon
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
out of service while this work is
rights to fly to Shanghai and
carpentry Phone 753-5897days or
In progress.
Peking, has asked Taipei's
753-1916
TF'C
. .753-7625 nights
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TIMBER
Tucky Lak
Tennessee.
fireplace:
$695.00. '
availab
guarante
3534.

MUSIC LESSONS

-Voice
-Piano
-Organ

'Hot-Line' For Fuel
Shortages Installed

FRANKFORT, Ky. - A
telephone "hot-line" for information on motor fuel
shortages has been installed in
the Kentucky Department of
Transportation headquarters at
Frankfort, Transportation
Secretary Elijah M. Hogge has
announced.
-A toll-free line in the State
Office Building allows citizens
and businesses to bring their
motor fuel problems to the
attention of the Kentucky
'Energy Council and receive upto-date information about state
and federal programs affecting
them.
Secretary Hogge said the
"hot-line" can be reached from
anywhere in
Comthe
monwealth by dialing 1-800-3722971.
The telephone is manned by
Danny Shearer of the Department's Executive Office of Staff
Services staff who has a current
assignment with the Kentucky
Energy Council.
The Council, appointed by
Governor Wendell H. Ford June
22 this year, includes Secretary
Hogge, Commerce
Commissioner Damon Harrison,
Commissioner H.M. Kirkpatrick of Mines and Minerals,
Commissioner Thomas 0.
Harris of the Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection and
Public Service Commissioner
9*.
'Chairman William Logan.
The assignment of the
Council, stated in the Governor's Executive Order creating
it, is to identify Kentucky's
energy needs and to find ways
of meeting them.
Although motor fuel shortages experienced this summer
were never acute in Kentuckyas they were in some other
states-the Energy Council has
recognized that there is a
continuing energy problem
which may again bring motor
fuel shortages. The telephone
"hot-line" was recormriended to
the Governor as a means of
keeping alert to such shortages
whenever they develop. At the
same time the "hot-line" can be
used to answer the public's
questions about motor fuel
supplies.
Secretary Hogge said, "It
should be recognized that the
,Commonwealth
no
has
---a-authority to force motor fuel
suppliers to take care of any
particular individual's needs.
-But we can be helpful by
making citizens and their
businesses aware of current
programs and of any relief for
this problems offered by federal
regulations."
Rogge also said,"We in state
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SERVICES OFFERED

ccordlon
altar
Pet
ng the

TIMBER-LODGE on TennTucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
Tennessee, will build complete
fireplaces, starting at only
$695.00. Selection of stones
available. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Phone 901-5933534.
TFC
PART-TIME secretarial position
wanted. Experienced Prefer
hours 1:00 - 5:00 p.m. Phone 7530656 afternoons.
S4C

SALE
71. Excellent
53-7303.
S4C
k III, 33,000
tires, excellent
Larry Hurt at
September 8C
IMPAL4-1963
the floor, power
. Excellent
tion. Phone 753SIC
UCK-1969,one
tal bed;- low
12.
S5P
, V8 automatic,
condition.
S1P
1964, new tires.
ation, $325.00.
S4C
1968, 500 XL,
tomatic tranw, local car. No
eage $900.00.
S4C
DRUNNER
new 383 motor
new tires, new
4 speed. $450 or
436-5552.
S5C
V8 automatic,
ent condition.
S5NC
1973 Lindell,
es. One owner
dition. Phone
tucky days 3452681.
S8C

OFFERED
t Service
arking areas
1 anytime
nteed, free

sh and brush
ble rates. Phone
TFC
E o.1 septic tank
753-7650. TFC
*******t
to harp your 1
3.
his reeding.
ing tutor (MS
reading). For
non contact 'r
tairi.t.iss. *
4.

Y Sears_ Seiars
, installed per
.---CaR Larry
2310 for free
TFC
RIOR di ExPhone 753-4832
to 4:00 p.m. and
:30 p.m. for free
September 18C
KEND
Work!
ing to employ
Friday night,
y or Sunday.
S5NC

wavy cleaning
xperts at

MASTER
SSIONAL
INING

DOZER SERVICE-D6 catterpiller.. Phone 753-9807.
S6C

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

SALES POSITION
With a present and a future
Three men-exceptional opportunity
To qualify, must have car, good educational and character
background. Bondable. Must be aggressive, alert, highly
sociable, ambitious and responsible. If you are selected, your
future is secure! You will be given a complete two weeks
sales training program in Nashville, Tenn. Expenses paid.
Guaranteed income to start at up to $1,000.00 a month while
being trained in the field. Our salesmen are given every
opportunity for advancement to key management positions.
Equal opportunity employer.
THIS PHONE CALL CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE!!!!
CALL COLLECT FOR APPOINTMENT NOW!
LES MORRIS
RAMADA INN.
PADUCAH, KY.
443-8751
September 3a,4 between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.

!ct for Free

MASTER
-7333

Service.
rical-roofing and
rie 753-589'7 days or
TEC

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ..
FOR SALE
GIRL'S DRESSES and pants,
sizes 10 and 12. Misses dresses,
size 12. Phone 753-3387, 1203
Melrose Drive.
S5C
PURPLE HULL peas, $3.00 per
bushel, pick your own. Phone 7534416.
S5C
CHANNEL MASTER public
service police band radio, $35.00
Phone 753-3672.
S5C
1972 HONDA 125 SL. New condition $375.00. 812 Olive.
S4NC

753-1916 1
MO

For the convenience of the Citizens of
Murray and Calloway County .

The Land Fill Hours
Will Be From:

7-4 Monday thru Friday
7-12 Noon Saturday
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Starling September 1, 1973

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
1.••••••••••••••••••44
TWO MAPLE chests, 5 and 4
ADVERTISING
LARGE
:
THREE room cottage on
drawer, two walnut veneer end
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
DEADLINES
•
Tenness
ee
side
tables,
of
miscella
Cypress
neous
Creek.
dishes
and
home. Phone 753-6278.
•
SIC
stemware,chrome clothes racks, Walking distance of lake. Rath, i All display
ads, classifiedi
etc. Also some extra good items; electric heat. 200' x 100' landdisplay
DO YOU need a house built? Call
and
regular
„-4ANT TO BUY
'NEED MORE income? Wint
combination
freezer - scaped lot. Phone 232-8668. S4C L
display, must be submitted
Jerry Carter 492-8364, Hazel,
oextra spending money' Earn
11.NM U.S.Pot Oetp-04Vaswainit
refriger
ator,
walnut
veneer desk
by 12 noon, the day before
Kentucky.
o tins
UMW fullve•*rift les.
S6C WANT TO BUY July 16 and July while working
part time. Set your
brushed velvet couch, etc. Phon BY OWNER-two story brick
-•
publication.
17 copies of the Ledger & Times. own hours.
For information
753-5976.
with full size basement,
I HAVE NoTHING FURTHER TO AVD. I
All reader classifieds
Please bring by the Ledger & phone
753-1470. September4NC
ISAP..11' ALL ON MI BUMPER STICKER.8
three large bedrooms, two baths, must be submitted
Times Office, 103 North 4th
by 4•
living room, dining room and
"If you are 3, 4, or 5 Street.
. m. the day before!
TFNC
36'
HAY
and
grain
elevator. kitchen. Has garage apartment
MOTHERS NEEDED in this
blication.
years old"
.
Power take off driver. See with two bedrooms, kitchen
FOR SALE
•
F'OR SALE
area to demonstrate House of
••••••••-••••••••••4
Marvin Parks or phone 435HAPPINESS
WANT TO BUY 1955-1960 la ton Lloyd toys and gifts, now
i.
living room, bath and utility
through
BARGAIN TIRES --Armstrong KENTUCKY'S LARGEST 5353.
S5P room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30 HAVING PROBLEMS with your
pickup truck body, with or December, Earn $20.00
I,- being -at
per made
- while-present inventory variety of pistols. Buy now while
without motor or transmission. evening, part time.
p.m for appointment. September hearing or understanding. For
No delivery
Phone 753-0889.
S1NC or collecting. Limited number of lasts. 4 ply nylon 775-825-845 by you can still get them at 250MX Yamaha and factory
free bearing checkup and. conzc
sultation. Call your Belton
openings. Call for your ap- 14" or 15" $15.06+$2.80. Custom reasonable prices. Country Boy trailer, 9500.00. Number 97,
supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles Riviera Courts, phone 753-0263
TWO STORY colonial brick over consultant, 753-0832. October3C
WANT Ti.) BUY firewood for pointment, 753-8291.
S4C 14" or
15" 616.51+12.80. Custom from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 8:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
S8C 130 years old, 2 wall construc
tion. WANTED
78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
NAZI Flag to be used
Register Now for '73, fireplace. Phone 753-9520. S1C
Touching Kentucky Lake. Seven
CARPENTER'S
HELPE
14"
R
or 15" $17.70+$2.69. p.m.
SIC PORTABLE TYPEWRITER, rooms and bath with 67 acres, in Capri Theatre lobby display
'74 & '75
wanted,full time. Phone 753Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78
753-7962
Smith-Corona Silent Super, 12" hundreds of cedars. This is a for "HITLER-The Last 10
WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of 7955.
Days" - Call 753-8084, ask for
SIC by 14" or 15" 118.44+13.10 CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and carriage,$40.00. Phone 753heritage house. One of the most
B&C CONSTRUCTION work. The Ledger & Times. Please
Tommy Brown.
S5C
Polyester Steel Belted F-G-H 78 treated fence posts. Murray 5945.
SIC beautiful spots in Kentucky.
Complete block basements, bring to the Ledger & Times, 103 WANTED MAN good with by 14"
or 15" $21.50+$3.10. Wide Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Phone
Cardinal
436-2378.
Point
patios,
North 4th Street.
retaining
We would like to announce that
walls,
TFNC machinery and trucks. Per- 70 series Polyester glass belted Street
SIC FOR COAL-egg,lump or stoker Illness forces quick sale.
ITC Pixie Nance is
manent position. Local company. F-G-H
sidewalks, etc. Ten years exnow at Leta's
call or write Edward Ipock at
70 by 14" or 15"
perience. Free estimates. Phone
Send name and phone number to 820.81+
1306 Wide 60 series ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, Route 1, Nebo, Kentucky, phone 42 ACRES, large colonial brick Beauty Salon. Call her at 753-8282
P.O. Box 32-K, Murray, Ken- nylong
437.4734 or 437for an appointment.
S4C
glass belted E-G-L by 15" Mayfield, Kentucky, on the 249-3622.
SSC home,
827,000.00.
Phone
tucky.
4765.
FOR RENT
September26NC
S4C $25.90 + $366.. Roby Sales, High- Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
Dukedom evenings 247-1245. S8C
ORE ELECTRIC, electric motor
way 68, Benton, Ky. Septetnber5C pickup camper, toppers. We also SPECIAL PRE-Season prices
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky BUS BOYS, dishwashers, and
repair and sale. New Concord
rent campers by the week or on Remington chain saws. See
FOR AI,I, youi additions, Lake. Air conditio
ned, washer, kitchen helper wanted, part time,
Road, phone 753-8114.
weekend. Call 2474187 or 489- then now at Murray Supply.
TFC
remodeling, residential or two bedrooms. Phone 436FOR SALE
evenings only. Apply im- SORRY SAL is now a merry gal. 2303.
Special cash discountS1C
commercial. New or old. Free 2427.
SIC mediately at the Brass Lantern She used Blue Lustre rug and
********** *
s.
September 8C r In Canterbury Estates
Call 753-6123.
TFC
Restaurant in Aurora. Phone 474- upholstery cleaner. Rent electric PHILCO RADIO, black and
,/ Four Bedroom Brick
SLEEPING ROOMS `tor men, 2773.
S4C shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market, white; violin, 44 size, good con- AKC REGISTERED
French
Five Points.
dition.
Phone
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. furnished, private entrance, air
753-2703
.
SIC
Tr -Level with All
SIC
Poodle puppies. Some at special
conditioned, refrigerator. WANTED FULL time sales
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
price. Phone 753-6379.
S4C
Extras
Timmerman Apartments, South personnel, female, 20 to 40 years
MATERNITY CLOTHES, sizes
MOBILE
HOME -1972 10 and 12. Phone 753-1260
SIC of age. Please apply in person
Priced Far Below
ROY HARMON finish carperibtr. 16th. Phone 753-6181311.
.
SIC
COLOR T.V.-19", 2269.88. Roby
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon Friday or Townhouse, 12' x 65'. Two
Houses trimmed-formica tops
Builder's Price
bedroom
s,
two
baths. Phone 753Sales, Highway 68, Benton
Saturday to Sammons Bakery.
and doors-custom building and,
SUMMER CLEARANCE on all Kentucky.
3846
No
phone
S4P
calls
please.
Octobery1C
For information...
S1C
remodeling. Quelity workArmstrong large truck tires
Nice furnished 2 bedretms
manship. Phone 753Phonit 753-3110
First
line.
MOWER, 5 H.P. rider, Briggs &
apartment, carpeted.
0790.
WAITRESS WANTED, married, TRAVEL TRAILE
September 17C
825 x 20-10 ply $36.00 + $6.14 Stratton engine, forward
R
13',
1966
Suitable for 2, 3 or 4 college
and
college student. Full time: Also
model. Stove, ice box, self conreverse New. $195.00. Phone 753- THREE BEDROOM brick with
want delivery boy. APO)!
girls or boys.
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Tom's tamed water supply. Good 900 x 20-10 ply $46.18 + $7.33
4782.
Pizza Palace after 4:00 pin. S6C condition. Phone 489_2533.
SeptemberlOC kitchen-den combination, two
Phase 7534805
Electric Complete pump repair
S4P 1000 x 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
or 7534116
baths, carpet throughout, central
service. Let us check your old
1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 + $9.98 IF CARPETS look dull and dream, heat and air, attached carport
security
WANTED MAN of
--r pump for you before you buy a a
* ****** *****
EXCELLENT CHEROKEE Armstrongs best highway tread ...move spots as they appear
every
s8
with and concrete double drive, patio,
new one. 24 hour emergency CABIN
fishing
boat,
motor
and trailer, truck tire.
ON Blood River at veterinary clinic. Phone 753Blue Lustre. Rent electric shade trees, close to high school
service. Phone 753$425 00 or best offer Will trade 825 x 2040 ply $44.16 + $6.14
Legal Notice
Croppie Hollow Shores. $20.00 per 3213•
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Etelaire and university. Immediate
SIC
5643.
September 26C day, $100.00 per week.
for livestock. Phone 753-7575 or 900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
Shopping Center.
SIC possession. If interested phone
Sleeps
753-0669
four, kitchen, cooking utensils,
S4C 1000 x 20-12 ply $66.68 + $9.00
753-9357.
Commonwealth Of Kentucky
S7C
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign stove, refriger
1000 x 22-12 ply $70.22 + $9.98
ator, air conDepartment of Transportation
Company, 607 South 4th Street. ditioned. Phone 753-2279,
CAMERA
Armstrongs Best traction type
HOUSE ON Kentucky Lake.
753-1664,
Bureau of Highways
ASSISTANT
KUSTOM 302 PA system, white truck tires.
Phone 753-8346.
Octobernq or 753-7920.
FOR SALE
S5C
Living room with fireplace,
Notice to Contractors
MANAGER
sparkle, 1973 model. Excellent 825 x 20-10 ply $55.21 + $7.25
Pentax Spotmatic II A with
carpeted, dining room, carpeted, Sealed bids wiltbe received by
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
condition. Phone 753-6829.
F 1.4 S.M.C. lens. Phone
Night Shift
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
SIC 900 x 20-10 ply $61.14 + $8.51
large kitchen, lots of cupboards, the Bureau of Highways, at its
also bank gravel, fill dirt and living
7534025.
room, kitchen, bathroom
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52
bedroom -carpeted, full office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until
Apply In Person
• ,Woo& Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or and
Armstro
shower and bath. One or two
Best
ng
lug
type
tire:
basement, large porch, carpeted. 10:00 A.M. Eastern Daylight
CHAIN SAW: Sets of wrenches,
-M4-11141I,after 5:00 p.m.
TFC bedrooms. Zimmer
man ApartGarage. Can be bought furnished Time on the 20th day of Sepall new, never been used; electric 825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
Ments South 16th Street, 753900 x 20-10 ply $59.92 + $8.51
or
unfurnished. For more in- tember, 1973, at which time bids
drill. Phone 753-4597.
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY 6609.
- S4C 1000 x 20-10
ply $73.21 4- $10.52 REYNOLDS CORONET with formation phone 436-5604.
S4C
S4P will be publicly opened and read
,steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
case-used
. Good condition.
PLUMBERS HELPER wanted,
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
for the improvement of:
Master 489-2504.
TFC, MOBILE HOME, 10' x
SIC
September 4C $50.00. Phone 753-1389.
45' three age 25 to 45. Experience REFRIGERATOR, TELEVI- Ky.
KENIAN
A SHORES-100' x 200' CALLOWAN' COUNTY, SP18bedrooms, all nicely furnished. preferred, but not necessary. SION antenna and television set.
restrict
ed
lake view. Lots for 1E3; The Johns ( Doran). Road
BURNETT',5 MOBILE Home Water furnished.
PONTO
BOAT,
ON
Good
24'
with new 18
working conditions. Send Phone 753-2255
Also three
S4C SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE: H.P.
$25.00
down
and $25.00 per month. from KY 94 extending southerly
Service, 1105 Lackey Street, bedroom mobile home with
electric start Evinrude
built resume to P.O. Box 32-G,
5 H.P. riding mower,$206.95, B & motor.
Also
80'
x
200'
mobile home lots to KY 1550, a distance of 1.380
Paducah, 1(y. Patio. covers, 14 on section, furnish
Guard rail all around,
ed. Water Murray,Kentucky.September 8C
S Engine. 7 H.P. electric start carpeted
for $10.00 down and 10.00 per miles. Base Widening and
different colors to choose from. furnished. Phone 753-8920.
,
canopy.
Can
be
seen
at
EARLY AMERICAN sofa, brown riding mower, 30" cut, $319.95, B
Bituminous Concrete. Surface
S4C
Kenlake Marina,$1,000.00. Phone month. Central water-lake
Uncterpenning and anchors.
WAREHOUSE HELPER wanted and gold, uphoLste
Class
I.
& S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway 753-7853.
ry
in
good
access,
all
weather
streets. Drive
Central air conditioning. 24 how
SIC
Someone with knowledge of condition, but
Bid proposals for all projects
September 4C
ONE 10' wide and one 8' wide
springs need 68, Benton, Ky.
Northeast on 444 from New
Phone
electrica
l anttplumbing wanted. revrebbing, $20.00. Woodto
service.
502442" ---4tratter, real nice. To college boys
will be available until 9:00 A.54 ne
REFRIGERATOR AND stove- Concord and follow Keniana
3115.
SePtember7C only. See Mrs. Dill at 413 Send resume to P.O. Box 32-G, formica dinette- set, extra leaf, OLD
EASTE
RN DAYLIGHT TIME on '
signs
to
office_
Phone
436-5320 or
ENGLISH
D- good cendition and
Murray,Kentucky.September 8C four chairs, $15.00.
Sycamore.
Westinghouse weeks old, AKC-pedigree, priced reasona
436-2473.
S5C
September 12C the/Say cif the tad opening tthr
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
ble.
For
inconvertible dishwasher, cop- champio
Division
of
Contract
n bloodlines, puppy shots formation phone 435-5855.
work guaranteed. Business and
SIC
COLLFAIE STUDENTS, we are pertone, one year
Procurement at a cost of $2 each.
old.
Can
be
and
deworm
Phone
ed
753residential. Free estimates. VI ACRE lot, located in Aurora, looking for students who wish to
used as a portable or built-in. Has 9299.
Bid proposals are issued only to
SOP RUMMAGE SALE, 220 South
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- for mobile home. Phone
3544161 earn extra money on a part time lift off hardwood cutting board
prequalified
contractors.
15th
Street,
Saturda
7201.
y,
9:00
a.m. TFC after 7:00 p.m.
September 28C basis. Set your own hours and top. Moving, must sell. New
Remittance payable to the State
BY OWNER
MOBILE HOME, 12' x 61', 5:00 p.m. Electric shaver,
•
work when you want to. 753$220.00, sell for $175.00. Phone
Treasurer of Kentucky must
Holiday, two bedrooms, two full motorcycle helmet, lady's wig,
Four bedroom brick house
TIMBER--LODGE of Tenn--:Sl2C 753.6017.
30' x SO' BUILDING, four 7278
accompany
S4C baths, central heat and air etc.
request
for
on
deep
Tucky lake, Route 1, Springville,
lot,
Two baths,
SIC
overhead doors, gas heat and air
proposals.
ITC
conditioning, washer and dryer
living room, dining room,
Tennessee will do your stone
ORGANI
ST,
PREFER with TWO WHEEL trailer, fair concompressor furnished. Located
and garbage disposal. Phone 753large paneled den with
work. Large selections of stone.
404 North 4th Street. Phone 753- dinner club or dining room ex- dition. Phone L.E. Fisk,7538179.
fireplace, kitchen, with lots
Phone 901-593-3534.
SIC
TFC 3018.
perience
.
18
hours
4876.
weekly.
Only
LOST & FOUND
S4C
S4P
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
of cabinets, full basement.
A I need apply. No phone calls.
CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
Located at 512 Broad.
JERRY'S REFINISHING & HOUSE AT Coldwater, for in- Apply
Colonial
House MOBILE HOME, 12' x 60', 1972 full of them at prices
FOUND SMALL black and white
Cash Price 920,000.00
you couldn't FOUR BEDROOM brick, Pt
Custom Built Furniture, 6 mile.F formation phone 489-2161 after 5 Smorgasbord.
S5C Crimson, two bedrooms, all believe, starting
baths, carpeted and carport
dog, wearing red collar and flea
$450.00.
Phone
at
Full
753-3953
South of Murray on Hwy. 641
electric, central air and un- type,
t - N.
collar. Phone 753-5537.
S5C
fold down and motor homes. Double garage, outbuilding,
S5C
Jerry McCoy, owner 5021 492EARN $1,000 to 91,500. Work now derpenned. Many extras. Phone New and used. At Bill's Camper large wooded lot at Almo
%37.
TFC
753-0744.
S4C Corner, located at Bill's Mobile Heights. City water and gas. FIVE ACRES in city, 175'
TRAILER SPACES. Phone 436- to December 1st. Weekly
LOST SET of keys (7 or 8) on
paycheck, no collecting, no
SIC frontage, zoned for business, on chain with small
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road, $18,000.00. Phone 753-1753.
2:134.
S6C delivery,
green PI"
FREEZI
NG
AND
one
of
no
canning
investme
cash
OPPORT
math highways, good 2 magnet attached
BUSINESS
nt.
ap- Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for
UNITY
. Phone 753-7668
Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy ples Peaches by the bushel, Information 443-6150.
THREE
bedroom
BEDRO
home.
OM
brick
house,
Only
827,500.0
0.
HOUSE
SIC
AT 307 North 5th Street.
days or 753-6355 after 5.00
EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell
Frick,527-7133.
two baths, central heat and air, Good four room home on 1½ p.m.
OctoberIC purple hull peas. Crouch &
S5C
engraved golden metal social Phone Calvert City 395-7478 for
Canady Fruit Stand, Highway TREAS
family
room,
acres
range,
near grocery, paved road,
disposal,
URE HUNTING can be a
SIC •
security plates. See Rosebud appointment
641 South Hazel,Tennessee. S4C new
and exciting family hobby. landscaped, trees Phone 753- all fenced, good storage house
Sykes, Murray Hatchery. Phone
PEST CONTROL
S1C and small barn. $6,750.00.
White's Electronic announces 8416.
TRAILER SPACE. Opening new
COMBINE, INTERNATIONAL their new line
753-34V.
September13C trailer
Two acre lot on Hwy. 94 near
•
ot super-sensitive
court 2/
1
2 miles east of
FOR THE best in pest control
Harvester, good condition. Also solid
state
Murray on Highway 94. Phone
mineral-metal ON KENTUCKY Lake; four Lake. Only $1,6410.00.
one ton Chevrolet truck, 1959 detector
service and termite control call
FOR RENT
bedroom
large
Gallowa
s,
baths,
2
large
y
Insuran
ce
&
Realty.
s for prospecting and
753-2377.
SIC
model. Phone 753-0865.
Superior Exterminating ComS7C treasure hunting. These ultra kitchen and living area, break- Phone 753-5842.
SIC
FOR SALE
pany, 753-7266.
sensitive detectors are designed fast bar, fireplace, central heat
USED
EARLY
ACRES
97
and
air,
open
land
boat
about
dock,
large
patio,
Americ
13
an
TFC
to
detect
a single coin, ring or
as" BATHROOM wall board, Jamison
couch. Phone 753other small metal objects that $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. S5NC miles southwest of Murray on
Available September 4-June I. Married students
p.m
each.
az"
plywood
C-D
4'x8'
EOR
,
SALE OR TRADE
or faculty
8133.
blacktop, for only $14,000.00.
S4C are buried beyond the range of
only.
$4.75 each. Twenty different
Possession with deed. Galloway
DUPLEX
STOP
:
Rent,
and
less
senstivie detectors. Larger
GOOD TRANSPORTATION at a
selections of paneling from $3.65
2 bedroom furnished home, fireplace, all modern
1963 YAMAHA 100cc in good metal
Insurance & Realty, phone 753- reasonab
objects are detected at collect rent as you live in one of
le price. 1964 Pontiac
up. Plexiglass for storm doors conditio
5842.
n,
S125.00.
Phone
436new,
these
S4C
modern, brick
1 bedroom furnished home, fireplace, all modern
even greater depths. For more
Grand Prix, $150.00. Phone 753and windows,50 cents square foot 5880.
SIP information
8296,
phone
your duplexes. Both have central heat
SIC
and up. Fiberglass seconds, all
2 bedroom furnished home, carpeted
, after
. 5:00 p.m.
•
authorized dealer 753-1373 and air conditioning, carpet,
colors, from 5 cents square foot ODD
FOR
CHAIRS and tables, Monday through
SAIIP,
ORplenty
iiomestecated on-Kentecity lake private bay.- Each hornet:
built-ins
of
if:EASE
and -spacious. fOUR BEDROOM house at 516
Saturday. S1C
anti up. Rose & Tuck -Salvager bowling
-ball-, -clothes:- picture
Number L 335.509.90. Number.2 South
$125 a imonth-we furnish utilities. Security deposft and
11th.
family room, GROCE
_
_
Tenn. Delin -*Pp aRY
with Cm
STORE
•frarne, curtains. Rime
references. Call 431-5459 sifter 6:90 p.m. for farther IiA UT-EM ATIC --WA SeeirrX slightly mere. For
week. Phone 901-587living quarters. Will take
or see at 110 North 10th Street Maytag. Excellent conditio phone Ricky Rickman 753-5449 or air,
formation.
n.
age house in house or farm in
2420.
September8C after 4:30 p.m.
on trade. Phone
SIC Phone 753-7600
S4C back,
SIC 753-5344 after 6.00p.m.
September 4C 753-1400.
Septeraber21P

Educational
Learning
Center

FOR RE

Help Wanted

Long John Silvers

FOR SALE

Happy Ad

Iture
Valls
a, Windows
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Dr. David C. Roos, minister of
the First Christian Church, will
speak on the subject, "Cope Or
Cop-Out," at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday, September
2, at the church. His scripture
will be from Matthew 25:15-29.
The choir, directed by
Leonard Whitmer, will sing the
anthem, -Holy City Seen of
John," by Butler. Gary
Galloway, Murray State freshman from Paducah, will be the
church organist.
Elders serving Sunday will be
Johnny Reagan and Dr. William
Smith„ Jr., with Mark and Paul
Austin as candle lighters. Dr.
Clegg Austin will be worship
leader.
Deaconesses and deacons will
41?"„ t•
be Auburn Wells, 0.8. Boone,
.•"efi.`,ki•
J r., Glenn Card, Mrs. A.B.
st
Crass, M.C. Ellis, Norman
es,
•
Hale, Fred McCord. Mrs. W.C.
• •
,
McKeel, and Leon Srnith.
a
Greeters will be Dr. and Mrs.
Woodfin Hutson and Mrs. and
si i4:114S4
—
Mrs. Fred Wells.
HERECOME THE CLOWNS—It is always a big moment for all
The flowers on the communion table will be in memory childrea wiles the funsters make one of their several appearances
during the Carson and Barnes circus performances, coming to
of F.L. Dublin and 0.0. Dublin
Murray Sept. 15.
by the Dublin family.
Memorial Baptist
To Hold Services
At Jonathan Creek

Jaycees To Sponsor
Circus September 15

The Memorial Baptist Church
will have its evening worship
The Carson arid Barnes Fiveservices at the Jonathan Creek
Baptist Camp near Aurora on Raine Wild Animal Circus will
Sunday, September 2, from 6:30 present two performances in
to 715 p.m. with the pastor, Murray on September 15.
Sponsored by the MurrayRev Jerrell White, bringing the
Calloway Jaycees, the circus
message.
Recreation for the church will be held on the Calloway
group will begin at the Baptist County Fairgrounds.
The Carson and Barnes show
Assembly at 2:30 p.m. and a
church wide picnic will be held presents an array of top circus
,at five p.m. there. The church acts from all parts of the world.
bus will leave the parking lot at Performances, under the
world's largest "big top," will
2:30 p.m.
Regular morning worship
services will be held at 10:50
a.m. Sunday at the church with
Rev. White speaking and also
bringing the children's sermon
before the special music by the
choir.
Sunday School will be held at
By MIKE WATERS
9:40 a.m. with Hayden Riciunan
Associated Press Writer
as the direcotr.
W kSHINGTON lAP-- A
mandatory program to allocate
Revival Continues
scarce propane fuel,has been
proposed by the White House.
John A. Love, director of the
At Calvary Church
White
House Energy Policy OfRevival services are continuing at the Calvary Temple fice. Friday said in a statement
First Pentecostal Church of God that propane is only a small
of Murray, located two miles fraction of the nation's total
petroleum fuel supply. But he
south of Highway 641
said it is critical for such needs
Services
will
continue as crop drying and heating ruthrough Sunday, September 9, ral homes and trailers.
at 7:30 each evening with Rev.
Love said priority in receivand Mrs. Vernon Colvin of ing propane supplies would be
Ruskin, Fla.,as the evangelists. assigned to customers who use
Special singing will be held each
evening.
Rev. Paul Wanger, pastor,
and the church invite the public
to attend.

be at 4:30 and 8 p.m.
The Jaycees have advance
tickets on sale, and will benefit
more from advance tickets
sales than from tickets sold at
the gate. Jaycee members will
canvas the city and county, and
tickets are also on sale at Long
John Silvers, Murray Auto
Parts, Vernon's Boot and Shoe,
North Point Standard, Montgomery Ward, Taylor Motors
and Murray Muffler.

Rain Gives Some -Relief
To Sizzling Heat Wave
fly THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Scattered rain and thunderstorms gave the first wave of
Labor Day weekend motorists
fleeting respite from the sizzling heat wave that has besieged the East Coast and parts
of the Midwest

But the National Weather
Service termed the cooling
storms only the release of a
•'summer buildup" of moisture
in the air
The forecast still was for
temperatures in the 905 until at
least Tuesday. with all the accompanying problems of power
shortages., air pollution and water emergencies.
Rain showers swept down the
Hudson Valley from northern
New York state to New York
City cooling tens of thousands
of motorists packed "stop and
go- along the New York Thruway
Temperatures plummeted 12
degrees in the path of the evening rains
Brief but strong evening
thundershowers were reported
in southern ('onnecticut. in
Florida and over parts of the
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Potts
Midwest as super-heated air released the moisture it had ab- have been recognized as the
Outstanding Young Dairy
sorbed during the day
Couple for 1973 by the Paducah
But a stagnant high-pressure
Division of Dairyman, Inc., at
system continued to dominate
the annual meeting held at Ken
the afflicted area, and a cold
Bar Inn, Gilbertsville.
weather front over Canada on
Potts who operates a dairy
which the National Weather
Services pins its hopes for next farm at Coldwater was also
week was moving down very elected as president of Young
slowly, a weather spokesman Dairymen Association.
The selection was based on
said
efficiency in dairy operation,
The five-day-old heat siege record keeping, increased
forced the New York State production of dairy herd which
Power Pool to cut back voltage is 11,000 pounds plus, average
by five per cent for the fourth per cow, dairy ration, pasture
straight day.
improvemen and other related
Voltage reductions also were requirements that make a more
efficient dairy operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Potts will
represent the Paducah Division
at the Southeast Division's
annual Young
Dairymen
meeting to be held in Louisville
November 1 and will attend the
asked the Cost of living Coun- national convention in San
cil to permit increases in the Francisco, California, the last
week of November.
price of propane
He said that "higher prices
may be necessary in order for
an allocation program to be
most effective, to encourage
conservation, and to induce increased production and importation of propane."
He said refiners could make
more propane available by
avoiding its use as a refinery
fuel and substituting other,
more costly fuels.
Love said the COLC also was
asked "to provide necessary incentives" in the form of some
sort of allowance for the higher
costs incurred.

Mr. And Mrs.
Teddy-Potts
Are Honored

Propane Allocation Program
Is Proposed By White House

PROCLAMATION
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE
PRESENTS SHALL COME:
WHEREAS, tabor
and
management
are
each
demonstrating an awareness of
their social responsibilities, and
WHEREAS,
an
understanding and cooperative
attitude between labor and
raanagement is necessary, for
sound
and
progreesive
economic growth in the...community, and
WHEREAS, the West Kentucky Area Labor-Management
Committee has been a
dedicated and effective force
for the improvement of labormanagement relations and is
promoting better understanding
and mutual concern for the
problems affecting labor,
management and the community as a whole, and
WHEREAS, the
whole
community should recognize
and show its appreciation for
the efforts of the West Kentucky
Area Labor-Management
Committee and other similar
organizations,
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
Holmes Ellis, Mayor of the City
of Murray, do hereby proclaim
the Week of Septeniber 24, 473
as:
\--LABOR-MANAGEMENT
WEER
In the City of Murray, and
sincerely urge all citizens to
loin me in seeking a better
understanding of the problems
and differences of labor and
management
hi
their
relationships with eitch other
and in the relationship Of each
and both with the community,in
which they exist.
In testimony whereof, I have',
—birortaximiliapd on this the
31st day at -August, Ma.
HOLMES ELLIS
Mayor,
City of Murray
Kentucky

it in agricultural production,
food processing. residential
cooking and heating, mass
transit vehicles and buildings
housing medical and nursing
patients
The statement said there
probably would be insufficient
propane to fill the demand and
distributors would be required
to divide their remaining supplies among nonpriority customers in proportion to what
they sold each customer during
a base period measured from
Sept. 1, 11472, through April 30,
1973. In addition. Love said he has

Rising Food Costs Pose
Threat To State Schools
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The rising cost of food and
the prospect of possible food
shortages are conceivable
serious problems in Kentucky,
according to a state Departwient of Education official.
C. E. Bevels, director of the
depai trne s school food service program, said though his
department has not been told of
any food supplies in short supply at this time.
He said his department
serves in an advisory capacity
and the school cafeterias are
operated by the individual
schools or by districts.
Bevins also said his department was not aware of any
foods being limited because of
high cost.
"We do know there has been
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spectacular fireworks display,
also provided by the Bank of
Murray, as the band plays
"America the Beautiful."
The half-time show will be
concluded with the band playing
"God Bless, America," and
everyone in tie stands urged to
Join in the singing of the number
and to wave their American
flags.
Coordinating the opening
game activities is Cal Luther,
athletic director at Murray
State, and a special committee
made up of Dr. Thomas B.
Hogancamp, James Rogers,
Res Thoinpson, Roger, Reich..:
muth, Charles L... Eldridge,
Vernon Shown and M. C.
Similar special act-ivitiiiire
being planned for the Racers'
other four home games in the
new stadium.

an increase in the cost of lunch
in most areas of Kentucky —
about five cents a lunch," he
said, adding that the cost has
not been prohibitive for students. He estimated the price
of lunches in the state may
range from 30 to 50 cents.
- P-arents have more_ or less
accepted the increase, Bevins
said, since "a visit to the food
market for home use will reveal there has been an increase
in the cost of food items."
U. S. Rep. Carl Perkins of
the 7th District has sponsored a
bill that would increase federal
government aid to schools in
order to alleviate the school situation. However, no action has
been taken on the bill.
Perkins explained that many
schools may drop their lunch
program due to rising food
prices, while Bevins said that
no lunch programs have been
dropped yet in Kentucky.
Bevins did say, though, there
may be an increase in some
250,000 students now eligible for
free or reduced price lunches
because the poverty level index
has been changed. Some 500,000
students pay for their min
lunches.
Those taking part in the reduced lunch program would
also be required to pay an extra nickel for their food this
year, said Bevins. But he said
tbe majority of the students
participate in the free lunch
program rather than the reduced lunch program. •
Bevins also said that those involved in the sehoo1 lunch program in the .statt have found
the situation "is not asbad as
hiis been anticipated during the
nOnJ'2
-"Everybody has been living'
in dread up to this time, but
the beginning of school started
very smoothly," he added.

ordered in Camden and Atlantic City N .1
Some 15.000 persons in the
Queens area of New York City
were without power for a fourth
day today as utility workers
struggled around the clock to
repair damage caused by cable
burnouts
Baltimore issued an air pollution alert and banned loading of
gasoline at central tern mals
between 6 a.m and noon to
lower the danger of heat-caused
fumes
1t least seven North Carolina
school districts sent children
home early because of the heat.
In Philadelphia, six pools that
had been stocked for fall fishing were opened again to swimmers after the fish were removed. The city also postponed
closing other municipal swimming pools.
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Antiwar Veterans
Cleared Of Charges
By F.T. MACFEELY
Associated Press Writer
GAINESVILLE, Fla.( AP -Eight antiwar activists have
been cleared of charges involving an alleged plot to use
guns and explosives to incite rioting during the 1972 Rupublican National Convention.
Seven women and five men
on a federal jury returned a
unanimous verdict of innocent
on Friday. three hours and 51
minutes after getting the case.
"They had nothing on them
boys." said juror Gerald E.
Bennett. :13, a lineman for the
Gainesville Regional Utilities
Department.
It was easy to reach a verdict. even after four weeks of
testimony. "because of a lack
of evidence." added juror Carol
R. Alfred. 25, a secretary at the
University of Florida.
.Jubilant as they were at the
acquittal. the defendants voiced

"The Character of the
Kingdom" will be the subject of
the sermon by Dr. James A.
Fisher, Sr., at the 8:45 and 10:50
a.m. services on Sunday,
September 2, at the First United
Methodist Church.
The text for his sermon will be
Johni:22-40. Church School will
be held between the morning
services. The Junior High UMYF will
meet Sunday at 5:30 p.m at the
social hall and the Senior High
UMYF will meet in the social
hall on Sunday at seven p.m.
The United Methodist Women
will meet Tuesday at ten a.m.
with Dr. Fisher presenting the
program on "The Role of the
Methodist Wctmen in the
Church." Coffee will be served
in the parlor at 9:30 a.m. and
the executive committee will
meet at nine a.m.
On Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
the Administrative Board will
have its dinner meeting at the
social hall.

Rev. Richard E. Walker will
bitterness at their arrest on the be speaking at the 10:45 a.m.
eve of the political conventions and 6:30 p.m. services at the
First Baptist Church on Sunday,
at Miami Reach last year.
"I'm glad it's all over, but it September 2, with Glen Grogan
has wasted a year of my life." serving as the deacon of the
said John K Briggs The gov- week.
Special music will be by the
ernment had said his part in
the alleged plot was ordering 60 Adult Choir, directed by W.
wrist rocket slinghots through Rudolph Howard, minister of
his Wang Deng Doodle boutique music. Morning selections will
be "Cast Thy Burden on the
in Gainesville.
-We won, yes," said Peter .1. Lord" and "Reach Out and
Mahoney. 23, of New York City. Touch." At the evening service
"Rut if there had been justice. Bro. Howard will sing the solo,
"My Father Watches Over
it never would have started."
The defendants claimed all Me," and the choir will sing
along that the prosecution was "Wonderful Jesus."
Mrs. John Bowker is the
a political plot by the governD.
ment to tone down demonstra- organist and Mrs. J
tions expected when President Rayburn is the pianist. Bro. G
T. Moody is minister of
Nixon was renominated
They also said the prose- education and Mrs. Treva
cution was pressed to punish Mathis is youth director.
The flowers for the sanctuary
them as leaders of the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War for Sunday will be furnished in
their vehement protests of the memory of Mrs. Robert Bowden
war
by her husband, Robert
Defendants Scott Camil, 26, Bowden, and her children, Misa
of Gainesville and Alton C. Betty Bowden, Mrs.Marjorle
Foss. 25. of Hialeah, Fla, are Bowden Jones, and Robert
drawing disability pensions for Bowden, Jr.
war wounds.
Sunday School will be held at
Camil and Foss said they will 9:30 a.m. and Church Training
remain members of the VVAW will be at 7:30 p.m.
but will yield their leadership
The family night fellow
roles to others
supper will be resumed
Donald P. Perdue, 23, of Hol- Wednesday,September 5, at
lywood. Eta, whose short hair p.m. with the cost being 85 cetiik,
and neat attire contrasted with for adults and 60 cents
that of his fatigue-dressed, children and students.
long-locked fellow defendants,
announced his resignation from
the antiwar group. He would
say only that he disagreed with
the politics of present leaders.
John Kniffin. at 33 the oldest
of the eight, said his only immediate plan was to go home to
Hollis Miller will be speakini
1ustin. Tex
at the 10:3e a.m. and seven p.m,
The other conspiracy defend- services at the University
ant was William .1. Patterson, Church of Christ on Sunday,
24. also of Austin. He acted as September 2.
his own attorney, often drawing
Tommy Reid will read the
the ire of U.S. District Court scripture at the morning serJudge Winston E Arnow be- vice with James Lawson
and
cause of frequent objections Jimmy Ford to be leading in the
and comments.
morning prayers.
The eighth defendant, Stanley
Wednesday evening Bible
K. Michelson Jr..23, of Gain- study is at seven
p.m. and
esville, was accused of knowing Thursday Ladies
Bible Class is
of a conspiracy and not report- at ten a.m. Sunday
morning
ing it
Bible Study is at 9:30 a.m.

Hollis Miller To
Speak, University t
Church Of Christ
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rialize, but said State Police
and Middlesboro Pollee were
been given copies of the restraining order for use if it
does.
The order also bars drinking,
use of narcotics, dancing, and
frolicking at such a festival.
Festival seekers were expected to be disappointed, however: -Plans for -one- festival
near here were canceled Friday and plans for another never materialized.
The report that there would
be a rock festival in the tristate Cumberland Gap area began Wednesday night when a
man who identified himself as
Joe Scott told Knoxville. Tenn.,
news media that a rock festival
would be held in Southeast Kentucky to protest a ban on a proposed rockfest in Polk County.
Tenn. Plans for the protest festival were never nailed down.
Ronald Franklin,a Maryville,
Tenn.. promotor said Thursday
that he was conferring with
Tennessee officials over plans
for a folk music festival Sunday
on the Powell River south of
here in Claiborne (- minty.
Tenn.. but Frankfort later canceled all plans for that festival.
Cumberland Gap National
Historical Park is located several miles south of here at the
intersection of the Kentucky.
Tennessee and Virginia borders.
COMPANY GIVES
GOLD TAPE AWARD
NEW .YORK (API
Ampex
Music Division presented a gold
tape award to Curtis Mayfield
for sales of close to a million
copies of "Super Fly" on tape,
distributed by the company.
The Recording fnrfustry Asso,ciation,pf
record awards but net gold
tape awards. The R1AA includes tape sales in its certification of records for gold
awards.

nds, Fireworks and
stage for Myrrayans

